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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION AND SUF_MARy

Introduction

The purposes of the research described here wero to first review the

status, and second develop a framework for comparison and testing of urban

simulation models.

The development history of these models in the past twenty years has been

cyclical. _e initial model attempts began in the early 1960's and built to a

crest of activity over a five year period. There followed, im the late 1960's

and early 1970's a decline in modelling efforts in the wake of the many dis-

appointments of the early work. Since the early 1970's there scans to have

been a slow resurgence of model use and development.

Real progress in urban modelling can only be accomplished b7 a continuing

process of model hypothesis and development, and subsequent Incxlel.'ipp)imation

;Z and evaluation. Concentration on any one aspect of this proe_s_ to the ex-

!: cluslon of the o_hers probably causes no real harm, but may be an inefficient

use of resources. Theory construction and statistical inference can never
i

'_i wholly substitute for empirical research. When this is attempted one is soon
z

.! confronted by increasingly complex theoretical structures which simply cannot

be supported by existing empirical foundations. Thus periodical eveluations

and winnowing of previous results is a necessary part of the model development

" process.%

Review and Selection of Models
iq " " '

There have been a number of good review articles published in past years. I

_! Batty, M. (1972) "Recent Development in Land Use Modelling: A Review

,.! of British Research", Urban Studies, Vol. 9, No. 2, pp. 151-177.z,:
!'I
'. Brown, H. J. et. el. (1972) Empirical Models of Urban Land Use New York:
_-' Columbia University Press.

!;) I
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Some further review work was done for this project and has been published

elsewhere. I At the conclusion of the review it was decided that only the

principal location algorlthm(s) of the models would be tested. Thus more

and less elaborate post-processing procedures, often found attached to these

models, would be removed, allowing explicit evaluation of the model's basic

cons t ru c t,

The models reviewed, virtually all those for which any published de-

scrlptlons were available, were classified into four broad groups.

A. The Lowry derivative models - this is now a large group of models 2 based

on a straightforward set of relationships between place=of-work, place-

of-resldence, and in some cases, shopping-place. Most of these models

deal with both residential location and non-basic or populatlon-servlng

types of employment. All these models require an exogenously provided

set of basic _mployment location estimates.

g. _0e E_IRIC models - this is a somewhat smaller group of many applications

of the same model. 3 The model is a set of linear difference equations

with no explicit theoretical structure. The model applications involve

statistical analyses of an urban data base, with the specific variables

used in each application being determined as a consequence of their

results. The models include both residential locution and the location

of all types of employment.

1
Putman, S.H. (1975) '_rban Land Use and Transportation Models: A State-

of-the=Art Summary" Transportation Research, Vol. 9, No, 2, pp. 187-202.
2

Goldner, W. (1971) "The Lowry Model Heritage*' Journal of th.eAmerica n
Institute of Planners, Vol. XXXVII, No. 2

3
Hill, D. M (1965) "A growth Allocation Model for the Boston Region"

Journal of the American Institute of Planners, Vol. i, pp. 278-287.



C. The research models - a small assortment of models with potential for

application at some future time, but currently in the development or

pilot application stage. Examples of these are the revised Herbert-

Stevens model, the National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER) mod_l,

I
end the Birch model.

D. A miscellany of other models - a group of models proposed but not imple-

mented, implemented but not successfully, implemented but too complex or

tailor-made to a particular circumstance to allow application elsewhere,

and others s lm.ply not worth pursuing further.

Having grouped the models this way, it is quite clear that models from

the last two groups mere not appropriate for further investigation. The most

useful comparison of models then appeared to be a comparison between an appll-

: cation of _PIRIC and an application of a Lowry derivative model.
]

. The EMPIRIC model has been applied in a dozen or more major cities of the

_.:i U.S. Any one of these applications would have been suitable for our comparison

purposes.

There have been almost as many app|_catlons of Lowry derivative models in

i_ major U.S, cities. Of these, the most frequently applied model• has been the

!_! Projective Land Use Model (PLUM) in any of its several versions. Consequently
- i

,_! the initial intent of this project was to compare a version of PLUM to one of

'_;i the _dpTRIC applications.

q _ 1
Wheaten, W. Jr. (1974) '_inear Programming and Locatlonal Equilibrium"

_; Journal of Urban Economics, Vol. I, pp. 278-287._

_i{ Ingrain, O. et. el. (1972) The NBER Urban Si.mulntlon Model New Yo:k:
_[_ Columbia University Press.

J Birch, D, et. el. (1973) "The New Haven Laboratory: A Testbed for

:_ Planning" Report to the U.S, Dept. of Housing and Urban Development.

3, 2
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Comperison of Models: Parameter Estimation

The first comparison of the two mode]s was to be with respect to the

difficulties and relative success in estimating their parameters. This aspect

of the project led to one of its major research findings. After careful review

of all Lowry derivative applications in the U.S. it was discovered that in all

i
but one case the model parameters had not been properly estimated, A careful

investigation was subsequently made into British modelling practice, where this

problem had been identified and largely resolved. This led to a reformulation

of the version of PLUM originally scheduled to be used in ths project, and the

subsequent development of a new form of the model, called Disaggregated Resi-

dential Allocation Model (DRAM). DRAM was used throughout the remainder of

the project; it is further described in _%apter g and Appendix I of this

report.

The estimation of parameters for EMPIRIC was more straightforward and was

accomplished using the same procedures as had been used in its various appli-

cations. EMPIRIC's parameters were reestlmated for Boston, Minneapolls-St.

Paul_ and Washington, D.C. DRAM's parameters were estimated for San Francisco

and Minneapolis-St. Paul. Work was also done to secure other data sets for

fuc_mr parameter estimations in future project efforts. In most eases _MPIRIC

yielded a slightly better fit to the base year data than did DRAM. This was

accomplished by use of a much more extensive set of independent variables, but

in the absence of any behavioral structure to the model. DRAM, with slightly

lower base year data fits, but with much reduced data input requirements, is

likely to produce better long term forecasts than I_MPIRIC. More detailed

results of these parameter estimations ere presented in _lapter 2 of this

report.

I
The Voorhees Urban Systems Model (USM) application in the Dallas-Fort

Worth, Texas region.



Comparlson of Models: Sensitivity Tests

The parameters of both _MPIRIC and DRAM (plus an associated employment

estimating model, EMPMOD) were thus estimated for the Hinneapolls-St. Paul

data set. Following this, the models' responses to both arbitrary changes in

inputs as well as to simulated policy inputs were tasted. Many of these tests

were performed to test the models' responses Co varying circumstances. Very

important differences showed up in the models' performances in these tests.

EMPIRIC showed no population response to changes in base year population or

employment, and employment response only to base year employment changes.

EHFIRIC showed some response to zone specific accessibility changes, but no

response to reglonwlde changes. DRAM, in all these eases showed what appeared

to be proper responses to all these changes in inputs. These results are

presented in more detail in _lapter 3 of this report,

Conolus ions

The principal conclusions of the research effort are enumerated here.

All are described in more detail in tilefollowing chapters.

io Both models require substantial data preparation prior to their use.

2. The parameters of _ither model can be adjusted to yield rather close

statistical fits to observed data.

3. Baaed on these flts, both models appear to be capable of making

forecasts of urban form in the absence of attempted policy manipula-

tions. EMPIRIC may have a alight advantage over DRAM in this respect.

4. DRAM is clearly.suparlor with respect to its response to changes in

_ inputs. This suggests aclar advantage over EMPIRIC whenever policy

tests are contemplated.

5. Testing diffarent models on common data sets appears to be a powerful

[ means for comparing models.

t_
tl

L. g ...... : , _, ,
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CHAPTER TWO: T}_EMODELS AND CALIBRATIONS

The Models Briefly Described

A brief description of the models used in the project is presented here,

prior to discussing their calibration.

The EMPIRIC model is baslcally a set of linear equations. The variables

are all expressed in terms of regional shares. For example, taking population

by zone;

Pl = Pi / _ Pi
where

Pl = the share of the region's population found in zone i

Pi = actual population of zone i

The dependent variables in EMPIRIC are expressed as changes in a zone's

share of the variable from tlme t to time t+l. For example, again taking

population.

_Pl Pi,t+l Pl,t

Finally, the EMPIRIC equation structure is simultaneous, each dependent

variable being a functlon of other dependent variables plus several predetermined

variables (either lagged variables or exogenously determined variables).

More specific discussion of the actual variables used will he found in the

next section of this. chapter.

These definitions comprise the full extent to which EMPIRIC has any

structure. The variables to be included in each equation are not preapeclfled.

Their selection is generated as the output of statistical analyses in each

model application. It is precisely this lack of a suhstantlve theoretical

form which Justifies the econometricians' contention that the model is

not properly specified, and the urban modellers' contention that the

model is non-behavioral.



The DRAM model is a sophisticated variation on the basic Lowry model

theme. The hypotheses of the Lowry model assert that, given a spatial

distribution of employment, and a description of zone-to-zone travel times

(or costs) it is possible to estimate the location of the employees' residences.

This location is taken to be a result of trip length probabilities, end in

the more complex variants of the model_ of residence zone characteristics.

This may be written in equation form asj

Pi _ Ej Ai
j PiJ

where

Pi population of zone i

Ej employment in zone j

Pij the probability of a work trip as long as the travel
time (or cost) between zones i and j

A i = a measure of the residential attractiveness of zone i

The important dlfferences between the Lowry variants result from different

functional forms to generate PiJ from travel times (or costs) and different

ways of measuring A i. Further differences stem from structuring the model
];I

_: in static or dynamic form.

i:t In DRAM,=!

/I gj Dij}' PiJ = D exp
:!

_'i where
i

_i:'l Dij travel Pime between zone i and zone J

_':;[:_ _,_ empirically derived parameters

:'._ and

Ai = {IX _1 6 2 x6ni;_ w' li' X2i .... ' hi}

'_'_ where

.1

!:,!



X6n = various measures of zonal characteristics including
ni population composition and level of development

6n empirically derived parameters

The procr_ss of finding numerical values for the parameters _, 8, and

6n is described later in this chapter and involves both equation fitting

and, due to the explicit structure of the model, hypothesis testing.

All the Lowry variants require some external source of basic employment

estinlates. In past practice these sources have been quite varied, ranging

from hand prepared estimates to rather complex models. In order to skip

those complications in the present work, a straightforward multiple regression

model,.EMl_f0D, was assembled for the purpose. The development of EMPMOD was

incidental to the prime focus of this work. W]%ile the estimates produced ara

reasonably good (and are discussed later in this chapter) EMPMOD should he

considered a means to the project's end.

The remainder of this chapter is devoted to a discussion of the models'

parameter es£1matlons and their implications.

• i



Calibratin_ the Models

In the development of models of urban and regional systems the analyst is

irrevocably trapped in the problems of drawing inferences from non-experimental

statistics. It is not possible, say, to have two San Francisco Bay Areas on

which to run controlled experiments. A direct consequence of this vexing

situation is that we can never prove the ultimate correctness of any given model

formulation as opposed to any other. We may eliminate many possible formulations

on the grounds that they conflict with accepted theory and/or empirical results.

Once we have narrowed down to a few likely candidates for further testing there

really is no way to prove that one is better than another. We are, however,

willing to assert that a modal which achieves good fits to data is more worthy

of further investigation than one whlch does not fit as well.

Considerable progress has been made in developing methods for finding[

"best=fit" parameters of urban simulation models. The process of finding a set

_!i of numerical parameters for a specific equation (or set of equations) which

i[:
produce the best fi_ of those equations to a given data set has come to be called

_,i calibration of the equatlon(s) or model(s). In a particular 'example of a given

data set and a given set of equations, any procedure for adjusting parameters
.:.J

>_ to fit the equation to the data may properly be called a calibration procedure,

i The important questions here, given the data and equatlon(s), are first whether

/ the procedure is ¢omputatlonally efficient and consistent with the theoretical

if! structure (equations) of the model, and second, how to measure the goodness-of-

fit of the model to the data.

:_i It is not always possible to determine the best calibration procedure. It
;!

is often possible to eliminate some procedures as being clearly less adequate

than others. One example of an inadequate procedure would be the practice of

f; ;

_
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fitting parameters to one part of a model without teking into account their

interactions with other parameters in the model. Another such example would

be the practice of arbitrarily assigning parameter values without testing the

consequences of such values. Neither of these procedures could produce a

"proper" calibration of a model.

It iS likewise not possible to specify a best fit criterion which is

applicable under all circumstances. The coefficient of determination R2, is

often used as a measure of goodness of fit. Yet, this measure is, strictly

speaking, lnapproprlute for the nonlinear models often encountered in urban

s_mulatlon. Other more appropriate criteria, such as maximum likelihood

estimates, are so little known to model practlcioners as to be v_ewed with

soma trepidation. Criteria such as root mean square error, or standard error

of estimate, do not provlde a convenient basis for cOmparing one model to

another in the absence of Identleal data sets.

The procedures and criteria used in this study are described along with

the discussion of calibration results which follows.

Calibration of EMPIRIC

The EMPIRIC model was first described more than a decade ago, and has

since seen application in more than u dozen U,S. cltles. Peat, Marwlok,

Mitchell & Company (hereafter referred to as PMM) have been the principal

proponents and practlelonera of /_dPIRIC. In past years they have generously

supplied reports end data from these applications to the Principal Investigator

of this study. Consequently there were detailed descriptions of previously

estimated EMPIRIC models available for this study. These reports were available

for the Atlanta, Boston, Denver, Puget Sound, Twin-Citles (Minneapolls-St. Paul),
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and Washington ,D.C. metropolitan areas. In addition there were packages of

computer programs and data sets available for _oston, Twin-Cities, and

Washington° An idea of the sizes of these me_ropolitan ar_s as modelled may

be obtained by reference to T_ble 1.

Reviewing each of these applications led to the conclusion tha_ while

many of _he variables used were similar from one application to the nextj(the

equation structure was_ of course_ iden_ical), the specific variables used

were di_ferent in each application, The dependent v_iables were _lways expressed

in terms of change in regional share. Population was always divided into four

groups_ by incomej approximating quartileso These groups are referred to as Lower

Income_ _ower M_fldle Income, Upper (or Higher) Niddle Income_ and Upper (or _ligh)

Income.

The five E_IRIC equation sets were then examined for evidence of consistencies

or inconsistencies from one _oflel application to the next° In each _ppl_ca_ion

_here were_ _ypic_lly_ four or five popul_tion sectors and five or six employmen_

_ectors being forecasted° The precise sector_l def_ni_ons differ fro_ one

_ _ppliee_ion to the _ex_, but are generally sim_l_r.

As above, the population is usually defi_ed as household income quartile_ or

groups approx_ma_ing qu_r_iles, while e_ployment usually consists of a few b_sic

_i _nd _ few non-b_sic se_ors° For each _ec_or, the dependent variables are change

_n t_e zone's share of _he region's to_al _moun_ of _he p_rtieular ac_ivi_y° _he

independen_ v_riable_ a_e of four types. First, there _re lagged, o_ base year,

V_ues Of the dependent variables and second, _her_ ere _-he other dependent
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Name of Region Population Employment Year Counties in
Study Region

Atlanta, Ga. 1.0 million 605 thousand 1961 7

1.4 milllon n.a. 1970

Boston, Mass. 3.4 million n.a. 1960 n.a.

Denver, Colo. 0.9 mlllion 388 thousand 1960 5

1.2 million 533 thousand 1970

Puget Sound, Wash. 1.7 million 610 thousand 1970 4

Twln-Clties, Minn. 1.5 million 610 thousand 1960 7

1.9 million 850 thousnnd 1970

Washington, D.C. 2.1 million 1146 thousand 1968 7

Table i: Comparative Sizes n,fEMPIRIC Application Re$1ous
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The general procedure involved in applying the EMPIRIC model involves

first, the preparation of s large file of raw (i.e. corrected, bat urn_odifled)

and constructed (i.e. combinations or modifications of raw) varlsbles. A

selection is then mde of variables, generally those which have worked well in

prior applications, for use in the preliminary regression analyses. The

completion of the model calibration is then a matter of testing alternative

variables until a best fit set of equations and parameters is obtained. _PIRIC

is, in a sense, very much an opportunistic model in that the final selection of

variables to be used is largely based on the results obtained in the regression

analyses. Those variables which produce the best fit being the ones used in the

model. The regression fits obtained by this means ere generally good, with

coefficients of determination ranging upwards from 0.55, many of them being in

the rang_ of 0.70 to 0.90.

The measure of goodness of fit used in the _MPIRIC applications was the

multiple coefficient of determination R2. These results are tabulated for the

._ various studies in Table 2, Note that there are two sets of results for most
]

_! regions. These represent the R2 from calibration or fitting the model to the

_J data Ret, and tho R2 frontreliability tests, The reliability tests consisted of

using the fitted model to forecast the second data point (e.g, 1970) from the

t_ first (e,g. 1960) and then comparing the forecast to the actual data (e.g.

estimated 1970 vs. actual 1970).

In Table 3 are shown the coefficients of the population variables,used in

_,: the final versions of the EMPIRIC population equations for each r_ion. A fair

_! degree of consistency is found here, though there are some obvious dlsorepancles

both in sign and magnitude of these coefficients. Note that the coefficients
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Name of Number Time Test Lower Lower Upper Upper

Region of ZonEs Period Type Income Middle Middle Income

Atlanta 183 1961-70 Callb. 0.558 0.792 0.812 0.770

290 1961-70 Reliab. 0.546 0.670 O.810 0.830

Boston 104 1950-60 Rellab. 0.990 0.950 0.918 0.946

453 1950-60 Rellab. 0.951 0.906 0.793 0.826

Denver 183 1960-70 Callh, 0,647 0.841 0.855 0.839

Reliab. 0.938 0.890 0,702 0.694

Puget Sound 244 1961-70 Calib. 0.573 0.719 0.900 0.850

Reliab. 0.880 0.816 0.822 0.855

Twin-Clties 108 1960-70 Callb. 0.702 0.708 0.812 0.715

Reliab. 0.919 0.940 0.880 0.827

Washington. D.C. ii0 1960-68 Callb. 0.698 0.770 0.844 0.750

Rellab. 0.947 0.917 0.877 0.886

Table 2: Fittln_ end Reliability Results - R2 for Several EMPIRIC

Ap_llcatlons foe the Four Population Classes



Table 3: POPULATION COEFFICIENTS IN EMPIRIC MODELS

Population by Income (Independent Variable)

Chan_e in Share Bade Year Share
Lower Upper Lower Upper

Dependent Variable Study Area Lower Middle Middel Upper Low Middle Middle Upper

Change in Share Atlanta -.119 +.558 -.367

Low Income Population Denver +.129 -.392 +.337
Washington +.229 -.281 -.199 +,258
Twin Cities +.40 -.39 -.42 +.38
Puget Sound +.352 -.314 +.294
Boston +.637 -.295 +.133 -.109

Change in Share Atlanta +.812 +.480

Low-Middle Income Denver +.201 +.307 -.353 -.334
Population Washington +.194 +.781 -.279 -,182

Twin Cities +.28 +.45 +.IO

Puget Sound +.531 -.054"
Boston +.53 +.33Z* -.101

Change in Share Atlanta +.439 +.338
Upper-Middle Denver +.612 +.25 -.27
Income Population Washington +.688 +.399 -.155

Twin Cities -.14 +,45 +.26 -.16

Puget Sound +.434 +.43 -.219 +,113
Boston -.125 +.637 +.294 -.224

_lange in Share Atlanta +.512 -,447
Upper Income Denver +.685 -.481
Population Washington -.507 +.504

Twin Cities -.42 +.83

Puget Sound +.657 +.219 -.437
Boston -.282 +.603 • -.278

*Base Year Share

Total Household
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shown are those which were statistically significant, as those which were not

slgniflcant are not published in the I_! reports.

An interesting pattern shows In Table 3. For each population class, the

change in share of a region's total population found in each zone, moves with

the change in share of the adjacent population class, viz; Lower Income moves

with cl_ange in share of Lower Middle IncomE, Lower Middle Income moves with

change in shares of Lower Income and Upper Middle Income, and so on. Further,

for each population class, change in share moves in opposition to (i.e. the

signs of the coefflelents are negative) its own concentration in the base year

and moves with (though the pattern is weaker) concentrations of the next higher

.Imcome group. Stated in other words, changes in share by zone of each income

group move l) wlth changes in shares of the next hi_]er and next lower income

income group, and 2) away from concentrations of their own income group towards

concentrations of the next higher income group.

The patterns found in these coefficients of the population variables are

quite consistent with hypotheses regarding peoples desires for increased socio-

economic status, as well as with hypotheses regarding peoples.unwillln_ess to

llve among groups very different from themselves. The patterns of coefficients

of other variables in the population equations as well as those of the variables

in the emplo)mmnt equations do not exhibit a similar degree of uniformity, and

consequently are not tabulated here, though the specific case of the Twln-Citles

application is discussed in more detail below.

In the other portions of these EMPIRIC model equations the sense and

sensibility of the variables used, and their coefficients is another matter.

There are a number of instances of contralntultive coefficient signs and many

constructed variables whose _eal meaning is somewhat obscure. An harsh critic
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could assert that the equations derived all their correlations from the

unavoidable implicit correlations between activities in urban areas. Thus

from the causal point of view the model results could be called fortuitous

and/or spurious. A more reasonable position would he that the equation sets

depend, to a significant degree, upon these strictly associative relationships,

but that they will probably produce reasonably good near term forecasts, taken

all together. Another view of these equations is that they are the reduced

form of structural equations (in the econometric sense) which are unknown. If

this view is correct, as it well may be, the use of these equations for forecasting

requires that both the structure and the parameters of the unknown structural

equations remain constant over the forecast period. Problems arlse, as will be

discussed later in this report_ when policy tests with this model are attempted

by means of changing specific variables. In the absence of a known, Or even of

an assumed structural form, it Is likely that changing variables in the reduced

! forte equations will produce peculiar results. That this concern is justified

will be amply demonstrated in the discussion of sensitivity tests of _IPIRIC in

_ a later chapter of this report.

As part of this project tl*ethr_e EMPIRIC applications for which data

:t were available were all run several tlmes_ to the end of becoralng more familiar

;,_ with their operation. Of these three, Boston, Washington, D.C., and the Twin-

,_ Citles, recalibratlon runs were made for the Boston and Twln-Cltles data sets.

For the Twln-Citles data set the equations presented in the PMM final report

were rerun using both ordinary least squares (OLS) regression and two stage

:_ least squares (TSLS), regresslon, l The differences between the OLS and TSLS
7P

IPeat, Marwlck, Mitchell and Co. (1971). "Calibration and Application of an
' _24PIRIC Activities Allocation Model for the Twln-Citles Metropolitan Area",

prepared for the Metropolitan Council, St. Paul, Minneasota.

]
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calibration reruns were minor, as were all hut one of the dlfferences between

the PMM calibration and these calibration r_runs. The reason for the one larger

difference is neither known nor important in the context of this project. The

differences in coefficients were also minor in all cases . The variable

definitions for this EMPIRIC application are shown in Table 4. The statistically

significant coefficients of the equations for the TSLS calibration rerun are

given im Table 5.

_e great number of constructed variables used in the _PIRIC equations

make it rather difficult to interpret the results of the parameter estimations.

There are few consistencies to be found in this parameter set. _lere are many

peoul_rlties to be _used over. Why is change in a zone's share of population

in the low income quartile positively related to change in local government and

educational employment and negatively related to dmnge in the product of highway

aecesslbility to employment and used land area? Why is change in a zone fs share

of population in the upper middle income quartile not related to any employment

or access variable? Why is change in a zone's share of population in the high

income quartile positively related to the base year industrial employment

as proportlon of total employment in the zone; and not related to any other

_mployment or access measure? More gnnerallywhy aren't the F_PIRIC variables

described as relative values rather than shares, thus avoiding the need to

interpret what a zone's share of the percentage of something in the zone implies?

In the absence of an explicit theory or an attempt at structural equations,

there can be few expectations regarding signs and magnltudes of coefficients.

Consequently there is little point in discussing the EMPIRIC calibration results

at length. Suffice it to say, the parameters of _4PIRIC model can be calibrated

to yield relatively close fits to the data. The only consistency in the parameters
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Table 4: VARIABLES DEFINITIONS - TWIN CITIES EMPIRIC

Note: Shares means regional share of variable X to be found in zone

indicates "change-ln-share" variables; all others are base year shares.
LIQ = Households in lowest income quartile

LMIQ = Households in lower-middle income quartile

UMIQ = Households in upper-mlddle Incc_ne quartile
HIQ = Households in highest income quartilo
MISC Construction and other miscellaneous employment

MFGW = Manufacturing and wholesale employment
TCU Transportation, communications, utilities employment

NET Retail employment
, SVCFIR Service, finance, insurance, real estate employment

LGOVED Local government and education employment
: HAHU Highway accessibility to households

TAHU Transit accessibility to households

• AHU Composite (sum of highway and transit) accessibility to

_, households
i_ HA_dP Highway accessibility to employment
:_, AEMP Composite accessibility to employment

SEWER Percent of district "sewered"
/
, NCA _ Net commercial area
< NIA = Net industrial area

i-_ NPA = Net public and seml-publlc area
_ US_AC = Used area = NCA + NYA + NPA + net residential area

VACAC = Vacant or agricultural area

_i DEVAC = Developable area = USEDAC + VACAC
_-' TOTAC = Total area of the district

TOTIrU = Total housing units
/%

,:+ TOTEMP = Total employment
:l NRA - Net residential area
_J

!7,

2_

r.
f;

N



Table 5: EMPIRIC EQUATIONS FOR TWIN CITIES . U, OF Pr TWO STAGE.LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATES

No_e: Variables are 1960 share or (for A variables) change in share 1960-1970. R2 for these equations are
given /n Table 6

ALIQ = 0.4076LMIQ - 0.37?AHIQ + O.106ALGOVED - Oo415LIQ + 0.357LMIQ - 0.890A(}_ENP * USEDAC)

+ O.269ASEWER + 0.060(SEWER * VACAC) + 0.112 (TOTEMP/TOTHU)

ALMIQ 0.299ALIQ + 0.425AUMI Q + O.092UM_Q - O.I09(AEMP * USEDAC) + 0.300A(HAEMP * USI_AC)

AUMIQ -0oI44ALIQ + 0.415ALMIQ + 0.261AEIQ - 0.163LIQ + 0.058 (SEWER * TOTAC) + 0.104 (UMIQ/TO_HU)

AHIQ -0.416ALl Q + 0.0ALMIQ + .830AUMI Q + .248ASEWER - .260(HIQ/TOTHU) + .274(INDUS/TOTEMP)

_MISC .44ARET + .20ASVCFIR - .026(TOTEMP/TOT_) + oI_2(AGEWER * TOTAC) - .256MISC

-.096SVCFTE + .109(N_A * VACAC/(OSEDAC + VACAC) + .094TAI{U)

AMFGW ,013ASVC_IR + .190(SEWER * TOTAC) + .254SVCTIR - .189MFGW - .268NCA

.531(US_DAC/(USEDAC + VACAC)) - .248AHAHU * USEDAC + .52HAHU

ATCU = .737ARET + .919_SEWER + .249NIA * VACAC/(US_DAC + VACAC) - .352MYGW

+ .6_S_DAC/(US_AC + VACAC) + .1827CU - .53(TOTEMP)/(EIA + NCA + NPA) + .31(TOTEMP/TOTAC)

.423(NCA * VACAC/(USEDAC + VACAC))

ARET ,_ .473SVCFIR + .518ALMIQ + .077NCA * VACAC/(USEDAC + VACAC) - .32RET

+ .29L%}_ * USEDAC

ASVCYIR .169AUMIQ + .202MP_ + .344RET - .I54GOVED - ,228SVCFIR + ,236RET

_LGOVED .2gLALI Q + .313TAHU + .214NCA - .539LGOVED

CD
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Table 6: COMPARISON OF CALIBRATIONS OF EMPIRIC: TWIN-CITIES DATA

I 2 3

Dependent Variable I_-R 2 UoP-TSLS-R2 UoP-OLS-R2

_LIQ 0.702 0.703 0.706

_LMIQ 0.708 0.714 O.720

_UMIQ 0,812 0,816 0.824

AHIQ 0.715 0.715 0.724

AMISC _ O. 750 0• 746 O. 761

AHFG O. 718 0. 708 O. 714

_TRANSP O. 504 0.464 0.464

i /,,I'_T O. 790 0. 790 0. 793

, AS_RV+FIRE 0.755 0•754 0.758

ALOGOV+ED 0.545 0.545 0.546

i:

:i'_ R2_;_ Column I - Resulting from F_4 callbratlons

%
!_i Column 2 - Resulting R2 fz'omthis proJeetls recallbratlon
_ uslnE Two Stage Least Squares regression.

,i_!i Cohmm 3 * Resulting R2 from this project's recalibratlon

:_. using Ordinary Least Squares regression.

Identical dependent and independent variables were used In all three
_! callbratlons.

_ ,

-!

_ r
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from one application to the next appears in the population group-to-population

group relationships. The parameters for other variables and other equations

are catch as catch can, and raise questions as to the simultaneity alluded to

in the general descriptions of the model which accompany each application.

Overall, attempts to use these models for any but short term, no policy, forecasts

should be viewed with considerable skepticism.

Calibration of DRAM

During the initial stages of this project the decision was taken to compare

the EMPIRIC model to a package containing a version of IPLUN and a simple basic

employment model. There was no intention of performing any model development

work for this project. _lls was all well and good as the project proceeded on

through its early stages. It was when work began on the calibration of IMPLUH,

that trouble became apparent. In fact, the entire history of application of

Lowry and '_owry derivative" type models in the U.S. is fraught with tales of

calibration difficulties, Further investigation yielded the unpleasantly

interesting fact that in U.S. practice, with but one exception, no Lowry type

model had ever been successfully calibrated (in a statistical sense). Partial

calibrations, in some cases of the PlJ function, in others of a multivariate

measure of Ai, had been accomplished, but no complete estimations of a model's

parameters had been done. There had, however, been a number of successful

calibrations of Lowry type models In British practice. Consequently an effort

was undertaken to determine whether _PLUM could be calibrated by the procedures

used in the British work.

The British calibrations draw upon e reformulation of Lowry type models

acoordlng to the Wilson maximum-entropy approach. I This approach was also

i

Wilson, A. (1970). Entropy in Urban and Reg}onal Modelling, Plum Lid,,
London.
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1
used in the one U.S. exception mentioned above, the Voorhees U.S.M. When

so reform,elated,tllepath to calibration of Lowry type models becomes quite

clear, though it does require use of mathematical search tecbnlques for non-

linear equations, rather than the hotter known multiple regression techniques

used in EMPIRIC. Consequently it became necessary to recast IPLUM in the

entropy maximizing form. As a part of this effort several very desirable

improvements to the model became not only possible, but, in a sense, inevltable.

In particular, the population sector of the model, formerly considered as one

homogenous group, was dlsaggregated into four sectors defined in terms of income.

Further tileneed for many of the arbitrary eorrectlon factors used in the later

portions of the IPLUM model was eliminated. This new formulation of the model

i eventually became sufficiently different from its progenitor to warrant a new

name - Disaggregated Residential Allocation Model (DRAM).

i

! The mathematical development of DRAM and its calibration requirements are

:_ described in AppendiX I to this report. The resultln9 equatlen for household

location is as follows:

k k it (tilt)t- = Z

Nit E]t k
:',_ J Ziwit(cljt)

: whore
i
-i k

Nit = number of type k households located in zone i at time t
i,:! k
i_: _Jt = number of type k employees working in zone j at time t

£4 CijtJ = travel time between zone i and zone j at time t
k

i! Wit = multi-attrlbute measure of the attractlveness of zonei at time t to households of type k

IA. M. Voorhees and Associates (1972). "Appl_catlon of the Urban Systems
Model (U.S.M.) to a Reglon-North Central Texas", prepared for North Central Texas
Council of Government, Dallas - Fort Worth. Texas.

i
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The definition of the attractiveness measure is of crucial importance,

and so will be discussed here. The zonal attractiveness measure consists

of two principal parts. One part is the actual amount of land in the zone

which is available for development, perhaps adjusted by its developabillty

or existing level of development. The second part is the desirability,

of the land in the zone as viewed by potential locators, apart from that solely

due to its spatial location.

Many measures of the intrinsic attractiveness of residential zones have

been propoaed. These have included property value, quality of school systems,

housing mix, degree of land use mix (e.g. other uses beside residential),

and population mix. There was evidence in prior work by this author as

well as by others that household incomes would be a goad overall (or perhaps

surrogate) measure of zonal attractiveness. Thus it was decided that the

percentage eompositlon of household types (in income quartiles) would serve

as the attractiveness measure.

The amount of land available in the zone was measured in terms of vacant

developable land. In order to adjust the a_tractiveness of vacant land to

represent the presence or lack of infrastructure (e.g. sewers, water,

electricity, etc.) vacant land is wel_ited by the percentage of developable

land in the zone already developed. Finally, as a surrogate for the type

of residential development, residential density was included.

Similarly, it was aecessary to define a trip probability function. It is

well known that most empirical trip distributions take the form of a normal

curve considerably skewed to the left. It has been hypothesized that this

distribution arises from the product of exponentially increasing numbers

of opportunities (for trip satisfaction) encountered with increasing distance
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The underlying hypothesis of the zonal attractiveness measure,

developable vacant land weighted by its intrinsic attractiveness and its

desirability, results in the use of a product function form. Thus the

measure is written as,

W i = tnl) _nt) [at)

wher_

l
ni percentage of zone i households which are in the lowest

income quartile

2

n i percentage of zone i households which are in the low middle

income quartile

3
ni percentage of zone i household_ which are iu the upper

middle income quartile

n_ = percentage of zone i households which are in the upper

income quartile

Ri = reslden_lal land area of zone i

Qi = percentage of developable land in zone i which has been

developed

Vi _ vacant land in zone i

6n a set of n parameters to be estimated

Thus, taking the trip probability function along wlth the zonal

attractiveness measure, there are mlne parameters to he estimated for each

of the four household types.

Some model efforts have estimated parameters for a mcdelJs _rlp

, probability function, but have assigned values of 0.0 or 1.0 to any 6

parameters (or their equivalents) in the attractiveness measure. Other
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model efforts have estimated values of the 8 parameters by multiple linear

regression, Independent of the trip probability function. For an urban

area with an existing spatial dlstribution of activities the parameters of

these functions should not be separately astinmted.

The reality whlch we are attemptlng to describe, like a solution of

sugar and water, canno_ be _eparated by mechanlcal means, Tileshape of the

trip probability function is due, in part, to the spatlnl distribution of

zonal attructivsness. Similarlyj the attractiveness of a zon_ results in

part from the households located thereln. These have so located, in part_

respondlng to the work trips which are an impllcit aspect of living in thnt

partlculpr zone. Simultaneous estimation of the attractlveness parameters

and the work trip parameters is thus required as a consequence of the

inseparability of these phanommaa.

A glance _t the DRAM aquatlons shown _bove makes it clear that standard

parameter estlmatlng procedures such as regressinn t_chnlquss _re inadequate°

At the other extreme, brute force trial and error methods may _ot yleld

useful resul_s at reasonable cost. What is needed is a sop_Istlcatad n-
f

dimenslon_l search _echnlqus that doesn't make the assumptlons necessary in

_ r_grassinn, but is much more efficient than trial and errar. Two candldata

methods are pattern search and gradlent search.

i_ Holding, momentarily, the qu_stinn of _ proper criterion function, It

_ay be assumed that one exists. In pattern search, successive explorations

are mndej as _o the chan_a in the criterinn which results from a change in

ssch of t_e parameters° Than, based on the informatian gleaned from these

_ explorations a step is taken in all n-dimensions at once. In gradient seBrch

?
the gradient (an a-dlmansional vector orchogonal to the mathematical surface,
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whose projection on that surface points in the direction of its steepest

ascent) is evaluated at a given point and an n-dimensional step is taken

in the direction indicated by the gradient projection. The gradient may

be found using numerical approximations or by analytically solving the

function's partial derivatives with respect to the criterion. It was not

the purpose of this project to develop new calibration techniques. An

efficient, operational, gradient search program was available and was used

to estimate the parameters of DRAM, At soma future date an investigation

of alternative search procedures will be made.

Our inexperience wlth these techniques led to the aggregation of the

San Francisco daCa set to 30 zones in order to lower the cost of our inevitable

mistakes° A conservative approach was taken, with much attention paid to

initial estimates (starting points for the search procedure) of the parameters.

Experience with the technique has shown these concerns to have been un-

warranted, the parameter estimates being easily done at reasonable computer

expense. These preliminary efforts are further described in Appendix I.

Having once established the feasibillty of the technique, .the i08 zone

Minneapolis-St. Paul data was approached. Again, no difficulties were

encountered and the parameter estimates were readily obtained. The parameters

and the associated criterion value_ R 2, are shown in Table 7. No t- or F-

values are provided, as these statistics, anfortunately do mot apply to the

non-llnear equations of DRAM.

It is worth noting that the criterion function used in these estimations

was the least-squares (sum of squared differences between observed and

estimated data points) criterion. It was observed in the parameter estimations

that the criterion surface tended to be rather flat in the neighborhood of the



Table 7: POPULATTON COEFFTCIENTS FOR DRAH - TWI_ CITIES

Distance Uousehold Composi_lon Land Conditions

Variables Opp'_y Decay L.I, L.H.I. U,H.I. U.I. Res. _ Dev. IVacant

Household Sector _ B 81 62 83 84 85 66 57 R2

Low _ncome 1.04 -2.18 0.765 0.142 -0.558 -0,339 0.893 0.145 -0.03] 0.927
0-8000

Low Hiddle Income 2.11 -1.46 0.244 0.835 -0.373 -0.152 0,899 0.177 -0.04_ 0.900
8000-12000

Upper Mlddle Income 2.81 -1.31 0,086 0.157 0.500 -0.080 0.795 0.251 -0.07_ 0.900
12000-16500

Upper Income 2.10 -1.44 0.131 0.099 -0.191 0.776 0,752 0.292 -0.032 0.905
16500
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best fit parameter estlcmtes. Consequently the criterion was, in some cases,

insensitive to small changes in some of the parameters. Furthermore, gradient

seardi provides no information as to the statistical properties of the

parameters found. A current investigation of the use of the maxlmum-llkellhood

criterion as an alternative to the least-squares criterion appears to be

leading to resolution of both these problems.

Referlng to Table 7, consider first the "Distance" or trip probability

function parameters. The Low Income households show the lowest propenslty

to travel to work i.e. the largest negative 8 or "Decay" parameter. The Upper

Middle Income households show the highest propensity to travel to get to work.

Lower Middle Income and Upper Income households are r_uch more willing to travel

e given distance to work than is a Lower Income household, and not quite as

willing as an Upper Middle Income household. These results are in accord

with other empirical findings as well as with theories concerning the portion

of a household's budget allocable to travel expeese.

The opportunities encountered or "Opp_ty '' parameter shows opposite results.

As trip length increases Low Income households find the fewest opportunities

for trlp satisfaction. Upper Middle Income households find the most rapidly

increasing numbers of opportunities with increasing trip length. In DRAM,

trip satisfaction is the choosing of a residential location. Taking these

results together, we find that Upper Middle Inconm households are _ikely to

have the longest work trips, due not to a lack of residential opportunities

but rather to a great willingness to travel to the "right place". At the same

time, the Lower Income households will also have longer work trips but, in

this case due to fewer residential opportunities, despite a greater un-

willingness or inability to travel.
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Turning next to tileHousehold Composition variables, the first conclusion

is that each income group is most likely to locate (or be located> in zones

where it is elready concentrated. The second conclusion is that any other

household type is least likely to be located with concentrations of Upper

Middle Income households. No ether general conclusions may be drawn fzom

these parameters.

Finally, turning to the Land Conditions, all household classes ere

positively affected by amount of residential land (Res.) and by percentage of

developable lend developed (% Dev.). There is a slight negative response to

vacant land. The need for a statistical significance measure for these

parameters is clearly needed here. Without it we cannot sort the meaning out
i

of these last sets of parameters. As mentioned above, further work on this

'_ is now being done.

¢i

t'

;<!
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The values of R 2 achieved in the DRAM ca]ibratlons are higher than

those of EMPIRIC. The numbers of zones are identical for both of those

calibrations to the Minneapolis - St. Paul data. The dependent variables

in th_ EMPIRIC calibrations are, however, "change-in-share" variables,

while the dependent variables in DfL_M are simply "share". One expects

better data fits with share than with ahange-ln-share variables. Thus it

is difficult to compare these sets of results.

In order to better compare the models' performance, both the EMPIRIC

and DRAM model packages were run form a 1960 base to a 1970 projection

year. The 1970 model estimates were then compared to actual 1970 Census

data, Due to data incompatibilities, only the household sections of the

models were comparable. The results of this test, in terms of the eorre-

latlons between the model estimates end the actual data are shown below

(in terms of r2).

Household Type _dPIRIC DRAM

LIQ - lower income 0.918 0.750

124IQ - lower middle 0,941 O,828

UMIQ - upper middle 0.889 0.844

HIQ - upper income 0.829 0.699

From these, more comparable, evaluations it is clear that EMPIRIC

achieves somewhat better fits to the data than does DRAM. Balanced against

this is the fact of DRAM's more understandable and theoretically satisfactory

equation structure, along with the empirical support derived from the signs

and magnltudes of the fitted parameters.
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Calibration of Employment Model for DRAM

The modelling of employment differs somewhat between the models being

studied here. The EMPIRIC model incorporates six types of employment

directly in its equation system and produces forecasts for each type as a

matter of course. The IPLUM and DRAM models, as is the case with all

Lowry derivative models, do not include a procedure for estimating "basic"

employment, but require such estimates as an input. In the many applications

of these models basic employment estimates have been generated in a number of

ways ranging from educated guesses to rather complex models.* Consequently

it was necessary to add e procedure for estimating basic employment to either

DRAM or IPLUM in order to compare their performance to that of EMPIRIC. This

section of the report describes the development of such a procedure.

As is described above in the section on calibration of the residential

models, the initial calibration work for DRAM was undertaken with data from

San Francisco, it was decided to begin work on an employment estimating
7

procedure by using the same data sets. It was not the purpose of the project
I!

!. to develop new models, so the first thought was to use BEM(_, a model which

had been developed with the San Francisco data.** The model used a large

number of variables to describe each census tract in the region. The

variables used were: slope, elnvatdon, presence of navigable waterway_

if
See Putman, S. H, Intraurban Employment Forecasting Models: A

Review and a Suggested New Model Construct", Journal of the Amerlcan

Institute of Planners, Vol. X_lll, No. 4, July 1972.

Nethanson, J. "Basic Employment Model: A Model for lairs-County

Location of Basic Employment and Land", BATSC Technical Report 222
(Preliminary), Bay Area Transportation Study Commlsslon, Berkeley,
California. (1970)

r

L!
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presence of rail facilities, a general accessibility measure, density of

existing development, residential land, unused land, vacant land, and the

distribution of employment types in the zone. Tile areal unit used was the

census tract, but the parameters for the census traots in each county or

group of counties (six in the study area) were estimated separately. Ten

employment sectors were used. The results of the regressions, done in Nay

of 1968, for that model are tabulated in Table 8. Despite the many variables

used, these results were not very good, particularly when compared to those

obtained with the much simpler formulation used in the US_ model for the

Dallas - Fort Worth region.* The USM used little more than a lagged variable

and an 8ccess meas,_re to ohtaln much better data fits. Consequently an

attempt was made to develop a similar set of simpler estimating equations

for San Francisco.

The ten employment types of B_OD w_re first disaggregated to twelve

employment types. A number of regresslons were estimated, using the two-

hundred ninety-one zone areal system used in IPLDM. This areal system is

an aggregation of the seven hundred seventy seven census trects **Red in

B_40D, and further, was not broken into separate county regressions. The

results yielded poor data fits. In an attempt to improve them, the seven

manufacturing sectors were aggregated to three, resulting in a total of

eight employment types. The three levels of seetoral aggregation used in

these analyses are shown in Table 9. The results of these analyses, while

in most oases as good or slightly better than the old B_4OD results were

not satisfactory, the values of R2 ranging from 0.35 to 0.58.

W
Voorheesj A, M. and Associates "Application of the Urban System

Model (USM) to a Reglon-North Central Texas", Prepared for North Central
Texas Councll of Government. (1972)



Table 8: BEMOD REGRESSION RESULTS (R2)I MAY 19681 TEN EMFLOY_NT TYPES_ CENSUS TRACT

MPGl HFG2 MFS3 HFG4 HFG5 TRAN WHOL FIN SERV GOVT

San Francisco .7098 .6376 .6344 .5543 .5636 .8725 .8725 .3921 .4710 .4969

San Mateo .3107 .6469 .7763 .6772 .7444 .6413 .8993 .0571 .4521 .7693

Santa Clara .2584 .1336 .0607 .0674 .0272 .0281 .1716 .1754 .3243 .2502

Alameda .1078 ,2091 .1712 .4958 .6459 .0927 .1672 .0546 .0565 ,1381

Contra Costa .0697 .1292 .0762 .0953 .2357 .0665 .2680 .1889 .5008 .2680

North Bay .0938 .1681 .1622 .1128 .1082 .2361 .1457 .3522 .1058 .4412

(Marln, Solano
Napa, Sonoma)

MFG1 Manufacturln8, New Technology TRAN = Transportstlon
MFG2 Manufacturing, Centralized Urban WHOL = Trade
MFG3 = Manufacturing, Decentrallzed Urban FIN Financ_ and Insurance

MFG4 = Manufacturing, Metal Fab. and Machinery SERV = Services
MFG5 Ma_ufacturlns, Petroehems., primary Metals GOgT ffiGovernment

tu
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Table 9

SECTOPAL DEFINITIONS IN 4 EMPLOYMENT ANALYSES

BEMOD EMPMOD EMPM(D

Sectors 12 Sector Analysls 8 Sector Analysis

i. MFG I i. Ag., For. Fish. i. Ag., For. Fish.

2. MFG 2 2. Mining 2. Durable Heavy Mfg.

3. MFG 3 3. New Technology 3. Durable llght MfS.

4. MPG 4 4. Centralized Urban 4. Non-durable Mfg.

5. MFG 5 5. Decentralized 5. Trade

6. TRAN 6. Metal &Machinery 6. Fin & Ins.

7. WHOL 7. Petroleum & Prim. Met. 7. Services

8, FIN 8. Transp. 8. Gov't

9, SERV 9. Trade

I0. GoVT I0. Fin & Ins.

II. Services

12. Gov't

See Table 8 for definition of BEMOD sectors

6

....... _ f
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Reference again to the USM work suggested that the most important

single variable in their employ_nent equations was lagged emplo)_,ent i.e.

employment of the same type as that being estlnmted, in the stone area, in

the prior time period. This variable was net available for San Francisco

which, incidentally, also precluded estimation of the parameters for the

E_IRIC model in that region. A double-logarlthmic form of equation was

tried instead of the traditional additive linear form, with a modest

increase in the R2 values. The two-hundred nlnety-one zone data set was

aggregated to ninety-elght zones in the hope of improving the ability to

est_nmte employment in the area. These results were somewhat improved,

showing values of R2 ranging from 0.53 to 0.80 for the ei_it employment

[, sectors. At this point it was decided that further work on employment

' estimates with this data base would be frultless. This work confirmed our

!_ expectations as to what could be done in _is vein with strictly cross-
J

sectional data. The multiple regressions tested while not very good,

_i_ produced results which were as good or better than the early results for

.l

._ the BEMOD regressions.

_: EMPM(D: The Minneapolis - St. Paul Estimates

:.]. The data set for Minneapolis - St. Paul contains employment data for

_ two points in time. It is this fact which allows the calibration of the
>i

;i_ EMPIRIC model on this data and which, as will be described below, yields
J;

_ relatively good employment estimating equations.

! ,
'_! The EMPIRIC model uses six types of employment, as follows:
_

Peat, Marwlck, Mitchell & Co. "Calibration and Application of an
d "EMPIRIC" Activities Allocation Model for the Twin Cities Metropolitan

i: Area", Final Report, Metropolitan Council, St. Paul, Minnesota, Dec. 1971,
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i. MISC miscellaneous (S.I.C. 01-17)

2. MFG manufacturing and wholesale (S.l.C. 19-39,50)

3. TRANSP transport., communic., utilities (S.I.C. 40-49)

4. RET retail (S.I.C. 52-59)

5. SERV+FIRE finance, ins., real est., services (S,I.C. 60-89)

6. LOGV+ED local gov't., education (S.I.C. 82, 91-94)

Each of these types of employment was estimated in _PIRIC with an additive

linear equation. These estimated equations were shown in Table 5.

Given the EMPIRIC results, work was begun on estimation of the parameters

of a sot of equations for employment estimates to be used as input to DRAM.

The equation form tested was additive linear, and a standard multiple

regression estimation procedure was used. The variable definitions and

equations are given in Tables 10 and ii. The same eight sectors defined

for the San Francisco analysis were used for these Minneapolls-St. Paul

parameter estimates. The areal system was the same one hundred eight zone

system as was used by the _MPIRIC and DRAM analyses, and represented a slightly

greater degree of areal aggregation than the two-hundred nlnety-one zone

system for San Francisco. The regression results, in terms of values of R 2,

were as follows (for comparable sectors):

Sector EMPMOD Sector EMPIRIC

I. A g. Forest. & Fish 0.421 _ HISC 0.761
f

2. Durable, Heavy Hfg. 0.758 2

5. Durable, Light Hfg. 0.811)

4. Non-durable Nfg. 0.812 I MFG 0.714
5. Trade 0.866 J

0. Finance & Ins. 0,970 ] SERV
+ 0.758

7. Services 0,901 .) Fill

8. Guy'S. 0.960 LOGOV 0.546
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Table 10: DEPENDENT VARIABLES: . _PMOD

E(K) Employment in industry group K (K=I, 8) in 1970

EMP(K) Employment of type K, in 1960

TLA (AVL-TL(I)**2: Variance Of zonal total lend

MAXTL - TL(I_. Normalized " " "
TLB MAXTL - MINTL"

Bl Industrial lend (1960) + Available land (1960) in (I)

IDENS = Industrlal density (1960) in zone (I)

POP = Res. population in (I) (1960)

RDENS = Res. density in (I) (1960)

DGRI = 7. change in # of households in income quartiles (1+2), i

DGR2 % change in # of households in income quartiles (3+4)

! DACIN Change in composite accesslbillty to manufacturing omp.

_! DACCM Change in composite accessibility to corm.erclal emp.

: DACG 1 Change in composite accessibility to income group I

_: DAco 2 Change in composite accessibility to income group 2

_'_ DSWR Change in Sewer system (land)

STE Z of total emp. in (l) in (1960)

SACTE % of composite accessibility to TE. in (I) in 1960

SAC}[H = _ of composite accessibility to }[H in (I) in 1960

Li,J

,1

:71



Table Ii: ESTD_TED EMPLO_[ENT EQUATION FROM EMPMOD

El = -0.0181 TLA + 0.0007 POP + 1331.4 DGR2 + 18629. DAGGI - 15748. DACG2 + 8.5920

E2 = 1.1745 EILAG + 770532. DACGI - 1009028. DACG2 + 17931. DSNR + 28192. SACI_ - 29.163

E3 = 1.3604 E3LAG + 15.848 RDENS + 23385. DGRI + 23652. DGR2 + 109.96

E4 0.9491 E4LAG + 132642. DACIND - 107994. DACG2 + 166.76

E5 1.0515 ESLAG + 0.5846 IDENS + 0.0160 POP + 26253. DGRI + 45314. DGR2 - 131.62

E6 0.8977 E6LAG - 0.1783TLA - 5.7198TLB + 1.9488 IDENS + 0.0035 POP

+ 4.6650 RDENS + 4471.2 DGRI + 7411.3 DGR2 + 65497. DACGI - 72701. DACG2

- 3969.4 DSWR + 4157.8 STE + 449.19

E7 0.6957 ETLAG - 0.4636 TLA - 14.782 TLB - 0.6809 IDENS - 0.0089 POP + 30452. DGRI

+ 26937. DGR2 + 29086,5 DACIND - 422560. DAC(IM + 85920. DACGI + 16910. STE

+ 33841. SAC_ + 1136.9

E8 = 1.5057 E8LAG - 0.7470 IDENS . 0.0062 POP - 28.378 RDENS + 13015. 13013. STE + 77.806

Note: A11 coefficients significant at 5% or better
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There are several pofn;s to be noted here. First, as was the case in

the residential models, these results are not strictly comparable as the

EMPMOD dependent variables are static, while the EMPIRIC dependent Variables

are change In regional share, Second we note that the E_ZPIRIC and EMPMOD

results are not strletly comparable due to different sector definitions,

There is a further point to be mentioned regarding numbers of zones.

I£ has sometimes been asserted that for a given urban area and a particular

model one should expect increasingly good fits of equations to data with

decreasing areal dlsaggregatlon. In ether words, ceterls par_us, fewer

zones yields better fits to data+ While it was not possible to specifically

test th_s hypothesis in the study, the impression gained from working with

both models on the various data sets is that this phenomenon, if it operates

at all, is rather weak in its effects. In fact, while it probably operates

at the high end e.g. a difference between 200 zones or 600 zones, it probably

operates in reverse st the low end e,g. a difference between 100 zones and

10 zones. Further exploration of this phenomenon is planned for future work

with DRAM.

Retail Emplp/nnent Estimates in DRAM

Finally, it should be noted that in order to save project time the

existing, uncallbratod, local serving employment model included in IPLUE

was used during the senaltlvity and policy tests of the DRAM package. This

submodel should probably he replaced by a better "retail" model during

future of the DRAM package.

Summary

Thus we have developed the two model approaches, EMPIRIC and the DRAM-
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EMPMOD combination. EMPIRIC contains four household types and six

employment types. DRAM-L_PMOD contains four household types and eight

employment types.

All models were fit (i.e. parameters estimated) to the same 108 zone

data base for Minneapolis-St, Paul, 1960 to 1970. ES_IRIC achieved a

somewhat better fit to tile data than DRAM-EMPMOD.

The focus of the work was on the residential equations of EMPIRIC. and

on DRAM. The employment equations in EMPIRIC, and the whole of E_[PMOD were

simply necessary to provide inputs to the residential location estizmtes.

It is worth n'oting that a criticism often leveled at Lowry derivative

models, e.g. DRAM, is that they depend on basic employment estimates as

inputs. These inputs, it is contended, can never be perfect and therefore

must have an adverse effect on the residential estimates. A test run of

DRAM was made with EMPMOD inputs and an alternative run was made with actual

employment data inputs. The subsequent two sets of residential outputs were

compared to actual residential data. The differences fn the correlations

between the estbnates and actual population were not statistically signifi-

cant. Further, if should be recognized that the outputs of the employment

equations of EMPIRIC, however perfect or imperfect, are inputs to the

residential equations Just as the outputs of EMPMOD are input to DRAM.

Finally, though EMPIRIC achieves better fits to the data, it lacks

theoretical form and its estimated parameters do not agree well with theory,

intultlon,and other empirical findings concerning urban spatial phenomena.

DBAMIs parameters do agree with these, but do not result in as good a fit

to base data as was found with EMPIRIC.
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CHAPTER T]IREE: TESTS OF NODELS

Introduction

The previous chapter's comparison of the two models ends

inconclusively. The EMPIRIC model achieves somewhat better fits

to the data, but leaves much to be desired in the way of theoretical

underpinnings. The DRAM package has stronger theoretleal underplnnlngs_

which are supported by the empirical results, but does not achieve as

good fits to the data as does EMPIRIC.

In this chapter the models are tested and evaluated in a different

way. By models we mean, EMPIRIC on the one hand, including all

population and employment sectors. The DRAM package, on the other hand,

conslsts of DRAM and EMPMOD as described in the previous chapter. Each

of the models, again using a common data set, is subjected to a wide

variety of changes in inputs. The resulting changes in output ere then

compared both to each other and to expectations based on theory and

existing evidence as to the behavior of urban spatial systems.

Each type of test was done by making identical input changes to

both models and observing the resulting changes in output. In some

cases further tests were nmde of one model and not the other _n order

to further investigate a particular question.

The tests described below fall into several types:

i. Changes in population

2. Changes in accessibility
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3. Cnanges in employment

4. Changes in land use

Each of the tests involved changing input data to the models,

and obaerviog corresponding changes in outputs. All tests were made

using the Minneapolis-St. Pau! data base, with 1960 as the base year

and 1970 as the future year. All results (i.e. test run outputs)

were compared to a control run of each model (hereafter referred to

ea CR)° The CRwas also, 1960 to 1970, but no inputs were manipulated.

Some tests can be construed as representing possible policy alternatives,

while others are clearly Just manipulations of the models. The tests

described, a subset of all those done, rather clearly illustrate the

model's capabilities. Many additional tests might have been run but,

as the reader will find by the end of this chapter, they were un-

necessary for the purposes of this project.

Chan_ea in Population: Low Income Household,,Reduetlons

The_u _eats were _ade for several different zones, One example

was for Zone 57 in the Minneapolis urban core (see Hap i). In this

zone a simplistic form of '_rban Renewal" was done, ell low income

households were removed in the base year, This amounted to 697 low

income households, or 79.6% of the households in Zone 57 in_e base

year. The DIPIRIC base year input, being expressed in shares (as

discussed in the previous chapter) was changed so that the
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region's share of low income households in Zone 57 was zero.

Tbe responses of the two model packages to this input change were quite

different. EMPIRIC showed virtually no response. Differences between this

test run and CR were in no case more than 0.05% of CR. This result is

contrary to one's intuitive expectations. Reference to the I'ZMPIRICequations

in Table 5 of Chapter 2 will provide an explanation. Base year low Interne

aouseholds (LIQ) appear only in tile first equation, and would have the value

0.0044 (LIQ for Zone 57 divided by the region's total LIQ) in the CR. Given

this value, the coefficient of -O.415, and the additive form of the equation,

deletion of LIQ will produce only a very small change in ALIQ. This very

small change appears on the right side of the equations for the other

population types end government employment. In each ease, the fractional

coefficient and the additive form of the equation suggest that differences

from CE will be minimal. In fact, they turn out to be negligible,

The DRAM response to this input change was quite a different matter.

Compared to CR, the low income households in Zone 57 were down 65% in the

projection year, Lower middle income households were down 42% in Zone 57.

At the satne time upper middle income households increased 16._/__.'hileupper

income households showed a 157. increase. The absolute sizes of the two

upper income household class increases were, however, rather smell, so the

zone showed a net household decrease of 477. compared to CR. These results

are very llke actual metropolitan experiences with renewal attempts.

Renewed center city zones often remain relatively empty for a time, with

perh0ps some increases (significant percentages but small absolute numbers)

in upper and upper middle income households.

It is worth noting where the displaced households relocated, Of the

697 low income households removed from Zone 57 in the base year, 241 returned

I
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to that zone. Of the remainder 194 relocated in a ring of zones adjacent

to Zone 37, mostly in those zones with prior large numbers of low income

households. The remainder of the low income households relocated throughout

the region, with emphasis on the next adjacent ring of zones and in two zones

adjacent to the St. Paul urban core; in all cases, zones with relatively

large numbers of low income households in the base year. (Table AI) I

A second DRAM run was made, differing in that the deleted low income

households were not allowed to return to Zone 57. The pattern of these

results was identical to those of the previous test. In all cases the

results simply showed slightly larger responses. (Table A2)

Pursuing this llne of experiment with DRAM, a second pair of test runs

was made for Zone 49. This zone, in the CR was a rather rapidly growing

upper-middle and upper income suburb. In the base year 384 law income

households, 7.57. of the total households in the zone, were deleted for the

test run. By the projection year there were 928 low income households,

making 8.3% of the new total. In CR the corresponding figures are 1046

_'i and 9.2%. For the projections of other household types _n the test rue

i_ the rcspective percentages were lower-middle income 19.0%, upper-middle

:,,. income 34.67. and upper income was 38.2%. In CR the corresponding figures

were 20.87., 34.3%. and 35.7%. Thus, the elimination of a small low-income

enclave in the base year did no_ prevent growth of low income households in

in the zone, 5ut did slightly retard that growth. (Table A3)

The test was rerun, with the same deletion, but precluding the return of

: low income households (perhaps simulating large lot zoning?). In this case

there was a net decrease in the zone's population of 9.9% compared to CR.

i,' There were no low income households, a 23.0% decline in lower-mlddle income

I Table references at the ends of test run discussions am to tables

} included in Appendix If, which _abulate selected, relevant, run outputs.
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households, a 0.2Z increase in upper-mlddle income households, and an ll.3Z

increase in upper income households. The low income households which were

prevented from locating in Zone 49 all located iB the zones falling between

suburban Zone 49 and the Minneapolis urban core. .Apparently tileexeluslon

of low income households from this suburban zone has the effect of preventing those

households from leaving the urbanlzed area Inmlediately adjacent to the city's

core. (Table A4)

Having tested "urban renewal _' in an urban core zone. and in a suburban

zone, one more DFAM test was made, for Zone 56, midway between the core and

the suburbs. In this case, 1000 low income households were removed from

the base year. This was a IO.2Z decrease in the low income households and

4.8_ decrease in the total households in Zone 56. In both the test run and

CR the zonels households increased substantially from the base year to the

projection year. The test run showed fewer low income and low-mlddle income

and more upper-mlddle and upper income households than did CR. These four

household types showed growths of 82.9°A, 56.7_, 26.1_. and 1,8_ in the test run

and of I02.6Z, 67.6Z, 25.7Z, and -2.9Z in CR, Thus again, a decrease in low

income households in a zone in the base year retards the growth o_ the lo_#er

two income groups, and slightly sccelearates the growth of the two upper

income groups. F_nally, even though the deleted low income households were

not prevented from returning to the zone, most relocated in adjacent zones

slightly closer go the urban core. (Table AS)

As a lost test run in this series, a run was made where 1000 low income

households were deleted and 1000 upper income households were added to Zone 56

in the base year. Comparison of this test run to CR yielded differences

almost exactly double those found between the previous test run and CR. (Table A6)
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To summarize the results of the first in this series of tests: I)

EMPIRIC shows no response in either population or employment, 2) DRAM

shows excellent population response and almost no employment response.

EMrlRIC's lack of response is not surprising given _ts equations and

parameters, but is inconsistent with current theoretical and empirical

findings, DRAH's response was sufficiently interesting to suggest a

further set of tests, On their conclusion it appears that the population

responses of DFAM are quits in keeping with our current understanding of

the actual phenomena being simulated. DRAM's lack of employment response

is perhaps explained by the fact that the population changes, while slg-

nlflcant_ are of small absolute magnitude and therefore do not stimulate

a noticeable employment response.

Chan_es in,Population: Low Income. Household Increases

[i In the same way that a decrease in a zoneJs low income households may

be used tO crudely describe a stmplistlc form of urban renewal, an increase

in a zone's low income households may be used to crudely describe a puhlle
'i

_* housing project. A series of test runs was undertaken to study this

ii phenomenon.

; A zone midway between the urban core and the suburbs (Zone 37, see Hap)
'i

was selected fDr the flrst of these tests, One thousand low income households

were added to this zone in the base year. Once agalnj EMPIRIC showed virtually

no response to this change in inputs. DRAM, once again, responded in a way

consistent with theoretical and empirical findings by others.

In gone 37 DRAM showed projection year increases, compared to CR, of

41.1Z in 10w income households, 30.5% in iow-mlddle income households, and
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1.1% in upper-middle income households. Upper income households showed a

5.4% decrease compared to CR. Overall, Zone 37 showed an 11.3% increase

in total househols in the test 1_Jn_ compared to CR. Thus the addition of

the I000 low income households in the base year (a 21.2% increase in the

zone's base year total households) yields a rather strong tendency for the

zone's household composition to change. In the control run, the composition

is 18.0%, 22.3%, 29.2% and, 30.4% low income to high income respectively,

and in the test run the composition is, 22.g%, 26.2%, 26.5%, and 24.4% for

the four income groups, low income to high income respectively. Finally,

we note that the household types which increased in Zone 37 were drawn from

a ring of adjacent zones, and the upper income households which left Zone 37

dispersed to the ring of adjacent zones. (Table AT)

To further explore this phenomenon two further DRAM test runs were

made for two suburban zones. In the first of these runs Zone 32 received

an increment of I000 low income households in the base year, and in the

second run tile increment was put in Zone 33 instead. The results in both

these runs were virtually identical. Comparison of the test runs to CR

showed increases in low income and low-middle income households and decreases

in upper-middle and upper income |louseholds. For Zone 32 the percentage

compos_tion of households was 10.0%, 24.3%, 34.8%, end 30.9% (lou to high

income) In CR and changed to 13.9%, 31.4%, 31.0%, and 23.9% in the test.

For Zone 33 the fleures were 9.1%, 24.2%, 35.7%, and 31.0% for CR and 12.7%,

31.5%, 31,9%, and 23.9% for the test. Thus the introduction of low income

household increments to suburban zones in the base year produced long term

changes in the zones household composition. (Table AB)
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A final test run of a low income household increment was made for a

rural zone. Zone 94 is a rural zone which showed a net decline in population

from the base year to the projection year, The bulk of this decline was in

the low income households who dropped 66.4Z from the base year to the

projection year. During the same period the high income households increased

43.570 in the zone. The addition of 1000 low income households to this zone

in the base period only partl[ altered its situation in the projection year.

Low income households still declined, though by a somewhat smaller 47.4Z.

Lower-mlddle income households grew by 25.8% compared to a decline of II.6%

in CR. Upper-mlddle income was relatlve_y unchanged, growing by 28.7Z in

the test z_Jnand by 24.5_0 in CR, Finallyj high income household grew by

2S.Q_ and 43.5Z in the test run and CR respectively. (Table Ag)

To summarize the rosults of these tests, where low income households

are added to a zone, we find _IPIRIC not responding and DRAM responding as

expected. Adding low income households in the base year changes the zone_

proJeotlon year household distribution. The shift is in the direction of

increases in low and 1ow-mlddle income households and decreases in high

and hlgh-mlddle income honaeholds. The extent of the shift depends on the

initial total population and populatlon composition of the zone.

Chan_es in Population." Upper,,fncome Increases

As a final set of DRAM populaCima tests, two runs were made where upper

I and/or upper-mlddle income households were added in the base year. In the

first of these tests 1000 upper income households were added to Zone 74 in

the base year. This is a populous zone, well within the urban area, but

not in tlle core. These new households represented a ne_ increase of 16.7Z
!
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and a 40.0% increase in high income households. The result of this change

was that the high ineon_ households in Zone 74 grew somewhat more in the

test run than in CR, and all other income classes grew somewhat less. (Table AI0)

The second of these runs was a test of Zone 94 (a rural zone used above

for a low income increment test) in which an increment of i000 high income

plus i000 high-mlddle income households was added to the zone in the base

year. This produced results similar to those produced by the high income

household increment, but not quite so pronounced. (TableAIO)

Changes in Populatlon: Summary

EMPIRIC shows no response to exogenous changes in base year population

(households) DRAM shows responses consistentwith both theoretical and

empirical deserlpClons of urban phenomena. This is amply demonstrated by

an extensive series of DRAM tests. Briefly stated, increases _n low income

households in a zone produce decreases in high income households, decreases

in low income households produce increases in high income households, and

increases inhlgh income households produce decreases in low income households.

Ripple effects are often observed in the ring of zones adjacent to the zone

in which the test was affected,
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Chan_es in Accessibility: Reglonwlde

Measures of the ease or difficulty of interaction between activities

are central components of virtually all urban spatial models. This

interaction phenomenon is contained in the several accessibility variables

found in EMPIRIC, and is an integral part of the DRAM formulation in the

form of the trip probability function. The next series of model runs

described were intended to evaluate the models' response to changes in this

variable,

Throughout the literature on trsnsportatlon and urban development

one finds the:observatlom that where transportation is readily available

and consequently, access is great, development tends to be spread out.

g_milarly when access is poor, development tends to be more concentratod

i end, in the case of larger regions, subnucleated. Recent experience

i throughout the United States amply demonstrates the generality of this

_ phenomenon, with virtually every transportaticm improvement being closely
'![

followed by further spread of activities.

The first tests of the models' performance in response to access/

_ changes were with respect to regienwlde changes. These tests might, for
I:

example, represent significant increases or decreases in fuel cost and/or

availability. In the first run there was an arbitrarily imposed increase

in impedance (i.e, an increase in travel time and/or cost and a subsequent

reduction in accessibility). EMPIRIC showed no response to this input.

Before discussing the DRAM response it may be useful to describe the

mechanics of implementing these changes in the models.

In both models the Inltlml datum is a zone-to-zone matrix of travel

times or costs (or some composite figure). For the Minneapolls-gt. Paul

0
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data base the interzonal travel times, estimated for an unloaded (un-

coogested) network were used in the models, While the congested travel

times are preferable for these models, they were not available for use in

this project. For use In DRAM, these matrices are simply one of the data

inputs and are used directly in the running of the model. Changes in these

impedances may be implemented by actually modifying the dataset or by adding

the modification to DRAM's input routines, thus modifying the data as it is

read in. In eltber case, a reglonwlde increase or decrease can be aceompllshed

by multiplying by l.l or 0.9. Parking charges can be imposed by adding to the

vector of impedances terminating in the zones where charges are to be instituted.

Improvements between various zones and other zones can be imposed by multiplying

the appropriate and/or columns of the impedance matrix. All in all, changes in

impedance for DRAM are easy and dlrect.

In EMPIRIC. the procedures are more complex. The model package contains

many programs for manipulations of data inputs and outputs. Modification of

the inputs to _dPIRIC involves several steps of processing data through

various programs. For impedances, there are many processing steps resulting in

the several accessibility measures. Each of these measures is a vector of

length n (n equals the number of zones). Finally, these vectors are converted

to regional shares, i.e, scaled so their sum equals 1,0 exactly. It is

precisely t_la scaling the= results in EMPIRIC's rill response to reglonwlde

changes in impedance, zone specific changes do produce responses as will be

discussed below.

DP_M showed a consistent response to the first run of this set_ which

involved a reglonwlde lOZ increase in impedances i.e. highway times and/or costs.

The low income hoasehold response to this was mixed, with some fringe areas
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showing declines compared to the CR, and some showing increases. The other

tbree income classes were, however, uniform in their relative decreases in

the urban fringe zones. The implication here, are which certainly needs

further study, is that ceteris paribus, low income households are the least

sensitive to travel costs, It may he not so much a matter of insensitivity

to changes in travel cost as a matter of inability to respond to those changes,

due to other factors such as housdng discrimination or limited employment

opportunities. This, of course, ties in with the interpretation of the

distance parameters discussed in the previous chapter. The net effect on all

households is that 15% of the regions zones, all located at the urban-suburban

fringe, showed relative declines of I0% or more compared to CR. At the same
i

' time, while less marked, employment showed some degree of centralization and

a good deal of churning in the core and near core. Map 2 shows the zones with

I0% or more decline In total households, the declines were absorbed (i.e.

matched by increases) in the urban cores.

The second run of this set involved a reglonwide 10% decrease in _spedances.

Again, DPAM's low income household response was mixed, with equal numbers of

":I fringe zones showing gains or declines compared to CR. The lower-mlddle income

):'!, households showed a strong tendency towards decentralization, with gains of 10%

_, or better in a ring of fringe zones completely surrounding the metropolitan area.
L-

!i Upper-mlddle income households and high income households also showed strong

il
, decentralization response to this regionwide impedance decrease. At the same

time, Basic 1 employment declined in the urban core, Basic 2 employment showed

signs of beginning suburbanlzatlon, and Non-baslc employment declined in the

urban core. The net effect of these impedance decreases is a substantial

decentrallzation of population and the beginnings of decentralization of
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employment, as compared to CR. Map 3 shows zones with a 10% or more

increase in total households, the corresponding declines were all in and

adjacent to the urban core. In short, relative decreases in transportation

costs encourage further urban sprawl, while relative increases in trans-

portation costs discourage sprawl and perhaps even encourage re-centralization.

Changes in Accessibility: Zone Specific

The second group of access tests involved changes in impedance between

specific zones and the rest of the region. The first in this group of tests

involved a small improvement in the accessibility, to the rest of the region,

of a zone on the suburban-rural fringe (Zone 24). This improvement was in

the form of a 5% reduction in impedance from that used in the CR. _1_eoretically

one would expect modest increases in population and employment in the affected

zone, Since their impedances (access) to the region would remain unchanged,

there would be little or no spillover effect to surrounding zones. We note

that an actual transport improvement to one zone would simultaneously affect

others because the network would connect many zones to each other via the

improved link(s), In an integrated transportation and land use model this

could easily be sin_lated as the transportation system is described and used

in link-by-llnk form. I This was not possible in the present project due to
J

the use of impedance data in lieu of the actual networks.

The _PIRIC response to this test was minimal. No population or

employment sector changed as rmch as IZ from the CR,

The DRAM run showed responses more in accord with expectations. All

houeehold types showed increases between 10% and 19%, with total households

i
putman, S, H. (1974) "Preliminary Results from en Integrated

Transportation and Land Use Models Package", Transportation, Vol. 3, pp. 193-224.

[
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in Zone 24 increasing by 13.3% compared to CR. Total employment in the

zone showed a slight increase of 1.1% compared to CR. The non-basle

employment showed the greatest increase, 9.4% compared to CR. There were

virtually no effects in surrounding zones, as the absolute change in

households in the zone was only 221, with only 14 more employees. (Table All)

The second test of this pair involved a 20Z improvement in accessibility

of the same zone (Zone 24) to the rest of the region. The expectation was

that the results should be simply an amplified version of those from the

previous test.

The EMPIRIC results were still minimal. The population changes were

still less than I%, though the total employment for the zone did shaw a 3,7%

increase. The DRAM results shownd a 67.9% increase in total households and

an 8.0% increase in total employment, Though these changes seem large, it

must be remembered that a 20% improvement in accessibility of an individual

zone to the entire region is a phenomenal increase in accessibility; almost

equivalent to replacing an unpaved road with an expressway. (Table AI2)

The same pair of tests was then repeated for an urban core zone (Zone 64).

The first of these runs was for a 5% accosslbillty Improvement for the zone,

:_ The E24PIRIC response to this change consisted of very sllght declines in the

lower two income classes and modest increases in the upper two income classes.

Total employment increased by approximately 2% in the zone, This is the first

EMPIRIC run to show any noticeable response. The results are in accord with

what one expects from looking at the equation coefficients, but not quite

what might be expected from other theoretical and empirical findings, It

is not clear why _proved aecesalbillty of an urban core zone should cause a

deallne in its largest population groups. Typlcallywhen expressways have
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connected to urban core areas the areas here experienced declines in

upper income groups and increases in lower income groups.

The DRAM response to this change in accessibility was s 4,4Z decrease

in upper-middle income households, increases of approximately 2% in low-

middle income and high income households, and a substantial increase of 20%

in low income households. These results are more in accord with our

expectations, Employment in the zone shows a total increase of I0.3%

compared to CR. (Table AI3)

Rerunning these tests with a 20% accessibility improvement produces

similar, but stronger responses in all cases. We note that in the _PIRIC

run the decline in low income households was taken up by adjacent urban

zones and similar zones in the St. Paul urban core. The increase in high

income households was at the expense of suburban zones running northwest

from the Minneapolis urban core. In the DRAM runs the low income increment

was drawn from adjacent urbanized zones, while the upper-mlddle income

decline was token up by several suburban zones, (Table AId)

In summary, DRAM is again more responsive than E_dPIRIC, in this case

to changes in accessibility. EMPIRIC shows no response whatever to reglonwlde

changes in accessibility. DRAM shows increased urban sprawl or decentralization

with regional improvements in access, and deeressed sprawl or centrollzatlon

With regional access decreases. When access to a specific zone is increased,

DRAM shows increases in population and employment. If the improvement was

for a suburban zone, all types of population increased. When the improvement

was for an urban area the principal increase was in low income households,

with a decline in upper-middle income households. All in all, even though this

was the first set of tests to evince any response from EMPIRIC, the response
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did not seem to be correct. DP_H, again gave the proper response though

we have some minor reservation as to whether it may have been an over

response.

Chan_es in Employment: ,Basic

A third set of tests of the models was run in the form of changes in

base year employment in a zone. In each case an arbitrary increase was

added to the base year employment in a particular zone. The regional

forecasts for the projection year were not changed, so that any projection

year increase, compared to CR_ in one zone was st the expense of some other

zone. A large number of test runs of this sort were made, but only some of

them t enough to describe the model's responses, are discussed here.

Again. an urban and a rural zone are described, the same zones (Zones

64 and 24 respectively) as were described in the accessibility tests.

_71 Taking first a 10% increase in basic (the sum of BASIC l plus BASIC 2)

;:_ employment for Zone 24, _4PIRIC shows virtually no response. DRAM shows

virtually no population response, and a total employment increase of 3.37.

for the _,one. Thus in both cases the 10% basic employment increment was

dispersed throughout the region with no significant effect. (Table AIS)

The second set of runs had a 30% increase in basic employment in the

base year for Zone 24. EMPIRIC again shows virtually no response. DRAM

'_' shows a total population response of less then 1% increase above CR. There
i

_ is a net employment increase of i0%. This looks small until realizing that

i the 307.increase in the base year was 84 BASIC 1 employees and 5 BASIC 2

employees. This yields an increase of 113 BASIC I end 8 BASIC 2 employees

!':_ over CR for the projection year. This is a r_Itipller of 1.35 and 1.60
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for each of these employment types. These changes were so small as to have

negligible effects on adjacent zones. (Table AI6)

A similar pair of test runs was made for the urbanized Zone 64. The

DRAM run showed increases of 13.67_ and Ig.4% for BASIC I and BASIc 2

respectively in response to the I0_ basic employment increment. But as

basic employment is only 257. of the zone's employment, the total employment

in the zone shows e net increase of 2,3% compared to CR. Population therefore

shows virtually no cbange. (Table AfT)

The _4PIRIC run of the i0_ test showed no population change and an

employment change of 14.4% increment to BASIC 2. The _£PIRIC run of the

30_ tes_ showed no population change and a 43Z increase In BASIC 2. (Table AI7)

The DRAM response to the 307. test showed snmn changes, less than i%,

in population and 417.and 37Z increases in BASIC I and BASIC 2 respectively.

The net employment increase for the zone was almost 7%. There were modest

increases in low income households in all the zones adjacent to the Zone 64

test zone, at the expense of urban core zones in both Minneapolis and St.

Paul. (Table AI8)

Changes in Employment: Non-Baslc

A similar set of runs were made with changes in non-baslc employment

in specific zones in the base year i. These results were similar to the

Basic employment runs, DRAM showed small (almost negligible) changes in

population, and employment changes mostly made up of the exogenous change.

EMPIRIC showed no population response and conflicting patterns of employment

changes. (Tables A 19-A22)

To summarize the results of changing base year employment, neither
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model shows much response to significant percentage increases in employ-

ment if they are not significant absolute increases as well. DRAM does

demonstrate an employment multiplier effect, in that a base year increase

of X% basic employnlent y_elds a projection year increase of (I+c0X%.

EHPTRIG shows no response when suburban or rural zone_ are tested. In

urban areas only BASIC 2 employment changes in the projection year even

though both BASIC 1 and BASIC 2 were changed in the base year, EMPIRIC

in no test shows eny population response. In DRAM significant pepula_ion

response resulted only from large employment changes and was principally

a matter of low ine_ne household increases in zones where there had been

large emplo_nent increases.

Chan_es in Land Availabillty

The last group of runs to be discussed here involved tests of several

:_ degrees of land conservation policy. Each of these runs adopted c different

_' policy as to the definition of open space for preservation. In effect, each

of _hese runs removed different amounts of land from the available developable

land in each zone.

The first set of runs deleted floodplain areas from available developable

land. These areas were, of course located along the various rivers and streams

that flow throu_l the area.

_ The _PIRIC run of this test showed moderate increases of low income

-s households in older, bat not core, urban areas. There was no signlflcant

il movement of lower middle income households, while there were large declines

in the upper two income groups for those same urban_ but not core, areas.

The low income increases were drawn from throughout the region, and the two

;!

_" ......................................
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upper income decreases ware up in zones throughout the region. The employ-

ment response was mostly a matter of modest churning movements throughout

the region.

The DRAM run of this test showed modest decreases in all income classes,

throughout the region, taken up by large increases in zones adjacent to the

urban core areas. The lowest and highest income households were least

affected, with only modest changes. The two middle income household groups

showed more substantial changes. Employment showed modest churning throughout

the region.

The second set of runs deleted both floodplains and aquifer recharge

areas. The sum of these began to be a substantial amount of land. Both the

EMPIRIC runofthis test and the DRAM run of this test showed ccmslderable

churning of both households and employment. A detailed, zone-by-zone, analysis

of these runs is the only way to properly describe the results since the

policy protected acres do not conform to the more traditional urban vs.

suburban or rural sorts of descriptions. Suffice it to say that constraints

on the use of land of the magnitudes involved here, produce rather substantial

loeational effects throughout the region.

In the next set of runs the land policy was even more restrictive,

prohibiting use of floodplain, aquifer recharge areas, and wetlands. As

would be expected both F24PIRIC and DRAM responded to this policy with even

more churning of households and employment. It is interesting to note that

their responses were very different, one from the other, even to the extent

of being almost opposite. Closer investigation revealed that while the

response was smaller than would be expected, the EMPIRIC responses were in

the proper direction. The DPAM responses were,.in some zones, backwards.
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This was traced to discrepanc£es in the policy descriptions _Icll ottempted

to preserve more land than was available. Consequently it was not possible

to fully evaluate the DRAM responses to these policies in this study. Sub-

sequent work with the model has corrected these problems so that thesepolicy

tests will eventually be properly examlned.

,i
fZ!
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CI_PTER FOUR: CONCLUSION

When, in the early 1960's, the flrst urban computer simulation models

were being developed, one of the principal goals was to develop the

capability of assessing the consequences of various urban renewal plans

on the spatial distribution of activities. It was hoped that different

public policies capable of altering the mix of activities in a zone could

enter the models in various forms. The arrival or departure of an employ-

ment facility would induce slg_Iflcant effects in the model outputs. The

arrival of a number of households of e particular Income class might well

reault in changes in location of other households and perhaps of some

employees too. Similarly the departure of a group of households would

probably further, induce changes in a zone's activity mlx.

Further, it was hoped that the density and degree, or extent, of

development in a zone would also be affected by policy inputs. Clearance

of certain types of structure would change density as would the erection

of new structures. The construetlon of large new development, say of single

family residential homes, or at a different density -- of apartments, would

change both the zone's density as well as its extent of development. These

changes would induce other changes, both in employment and in population

locetlon. In a related way, changes in the amount of land available in u

zone should affect future location of activities in a zone. More stringent

land use controls, having the effect of reducing available land, will change

the pattern of activities locating in a zone. Similarly holding back land

from development should also result in changed location patterns.
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Finally, the spatial separation of activities from each other was

expected to be a key variable in these models. Tbls variable is usually

expressed in terms of travel times andor travel costs between zones and

activities. Thus any substantial change in the transportation facilities

should result in e change in actlvlty distributions.

Many modelling projects were begun, with very few helng successfully

completed. It was a chaotic time for urban modelling. Each model had its

proponents who claimed that thelr's was "the way". Not many of these models

have survived, though there are oacasloeal uses of one-time-only mode_ or

newly developed ones. The majority of recent model applications have been

of either E_iPIRIC or Lowry derivative models, with basic research efforts

being performed independent of ongoing applications. Thus it seemed to

be a good time to assess these two moat-used models and to subsequently

provide some guidance as to future applications of existing models as well

as to directions for future _esearch efforts.

The results of this project are quite clear. _MPIRIC achieves good

fits to base data, but is not adequately sensitive to changes in input

_ variables. This is probably due to its lack of an explicit theoretical

form. The model has, however, been very useful for shorter term urban

projections and it should be remembered that at first, even its authors

i
claimed associative validity, rather than any genuine theoretical validity.

The best of the Lowry derivative models in current U.S. use would .not

have compared especially well to EMPIRIC. Its theoretical structure is

rudimentary, its dlsaggregation of populatlom types is accomplished

I }I_ll, D.M. (1965) up.eli.

%
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independent of the location procedure, and it relies on several exogenously

defined constraint mechanisms to achieve its relatively good fits to base

data. Finally, there was no standardized procedure for a statistically

valid estimation of its parameters. Taking a oqo from current British

modelling practice, the model was reformulated in a more theoretically

correct form so as to I) allow for explicit disaggregstlon of the population

as part of the location process, 2) eliminate the need for the exogenous

constraint procedures, and 3) define the proper method for estimating its

parameters. At the same time, the model differed from current British

practice by making use of a multivariate zonal attractiveness measure, a

particular feature of many of the U.S. developed Lowry derivatives.

This new model, called DRAM, did not fit the base data quite as well

as _FIRIC. However, its response to changes in input variables was

excellent. This, coupled with the empirical confirmation of the model's

form by its parameter estimates, indicates that it would give more accurate

forecasts than EMPIRIC. This is expeclally the case when the forecasts

ere of responses to policy inputs.

Current reseerch with DP_M is proceeding in seveL'_l dlr=¢tlons. First,

attempts are underway to routinize its parameter estlrnation procedure. This

procedure, which utilizes mathematical search procedures, is no more complex

then multiple regression, but is less well known and thus may cause some

apprehension in potential users of the model. It is hoped that several

case study applications of the model will help to ameliorate these problems.

Second, further testing and improvement of the model itself is underway,

including its fitting to as many different data sets as possible in order
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to test its consistency for different urban areas. Finally, DRAM has been

incorporated in the Integrated Transportation and Land Use Package - ITLUP

as a part of an ongoing research effort. I

It is perhaps only a little presumptuous to suggest that this work

be used to mark the end of an era. For policy sensitive forecasting

applications it would seem to be dlfficult to Justify uslng anything other

than a Lowry derivative model, perhaps DRAM, and calibratlng it by the

procedures discussed in this report. For future research efforts, it seems

reasonable to suggest attempts to extend the theoretical structure of this

model in the direction of bridging the gap to mlcro-economlc theories of

behavior on the one hand and in the direction of fuller integration of

models with planning processes on the other. Were these suggestions to be

:_ followed, applled models would reflect the most advanced techniques:[

_: practical for planning purposes at the same time that their results would

provide feedback in the form of empirical results which could _nfluence

ongoing research in urban spatial dynamics,

_ Putman, S. }L (1974) op.clt.
_c
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Introduction

As part of a National Science Foundation sponsored effort to compare

the performances of two different land use models calibrated on the same

data base, several fundamental problems in urban land use modelling have

been encountered and partially resolved. In particular, the fact that no

Lowry derivative land use model had ever been properly calibrated in U.S.

practice became abundantly clear. In order then, to accomplish the desired

co_parisomof different models on a common data base r it became necessary to

develop a calibration procedure for these models. The development of this

calibration p_oeedure in turn suggested a reformulation of the model which

appears to be _luch superior to the original and which is sufficiently

different to Justify a new name, Disaggregated Residential Allocation Model -

DRAM, which will differentiate it from its predecessor. A rather unique

characteristic of this model, cast in entropy maximizing form, is its

multivariate attractiveness measure.

Bac_Brnund

The development of the Lowry model of land use distribution (Lowry,

1964) along with that of numerous derivatives of its basic model structure

has been described elsewhere (Goldner, 1971; Putman, 1975). Some years

after development of these models had begun in the U.S., substantial further

development of them was undertaken in Great Britain (Batty, 1972). Inter-

estingly, despite the model's originating in the _.S., some of the most

fruitful work in extending the concept has been do_e in recent years in Great

Britain. Further, and of critical importance to applications of the model,

the question of estimation of the model's parameters has to the knowledge

p



of this author, never, with perhaps one exception (Voorhees, 1972) been

properly settled in any U.S. work. In contradistinction, it appears that the

British work has produced rather conclusive evidence es to the means by which

these models may be calibrated (Batty, 1970; Batty and Mackle, 1972).

A modified version of the Incremental ProJectlve Land Use Model (IPLUM)

was used in the Integrated Transportation and Land Use Package (ITLUP). This

ITLUP version of IPLUM is fully descrlbed elsewhere (Putmsn, 1973). In brief,

the resldentlalpertlon of this model allocates increments of residential

locators totheir places of residence in response to increments in basic em-

ployment and changes in the transportation facilities. This response is

determined by a probability function which describes the distribution of work

trips, a_d by a measure of residential attractiveness for each potential

location zone. The purpose of this paper is to outline the steps thought to

be necessary for e proper calibration of the ITLUP-IPLUM, and which ultimately

led to the development of DRAM,

Vlrtually all Lowry derivative models used in the U.S. have as their

residential allocation function some form of the following expression.

Ni = g 2 PiJ Ej (1)

where,

Ni = number of residential locators locating in area i

PiJ = the probability of living in area i and working in area J

E_ the number of employees in area J

g = a scaling factor such that the sum of the NI over all i

equals an exogenous control total



there are often other scaling or multiplier factors to convert from

employees to households and to assure internal consistencies of various

types.

The PiJ is most important component of equation (i). In the original

Lowry model, the function used was :

(D)-1.33RPij lj (2)

where,

Dij = airline distance between the cantroids of area i

and area j

R = number of zones in an annulus Dij miles from the origin

,! In various of the Lowry derivative models, Pij is modified to include

measures of the attractiveness of area i. In particular in the ITLUP form

of IPLUM,

_._i_ Pij - _ (Dij)o ± (a)

_iI where,

O i a measure of residential "opportunities" in i

"i Di1_._ travel time between aentroids of zones i and J

_',! cr,R empirically derived parameters

L,! The measure of opportunities is basically an adjusted measure of

., residential holding capacity (previous level of residential density times

)



amount of available land). The adjustment Qi is a logistic curve function

of, the proportion of the developable land in zone i which has been develop-

ed by the end of the base time period.

This is :

v r

oi ai(hl/si)(Qi) (5)

where

v

a I vacant acreage in zone i

.hi housing units in zone i

r

ai residential acreage in zone i

Qi development l_vel factor

and, where

(6)

Q_ l-(l-,)e'xp(_x_)

where

_,_ = parameters

x i = the percentage of developable land area in zone i

which has been developed

The parameters of the trip function were estimated by fitting the equation

to observed work-trip distributions from the San Francisco ares, The parameters •

of the development level function Qi have not been statistlcslly estimated

nor has the complete PiJ function been fig to any actual data. It was

precisely this fitting of the complete PiJ function which was necessary,

hut which had never been done (excepting the Voorhees attempt) during

U._. work with Lowry medal derivatives.
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Reformulation of the Model

In all of these models the essence of the residential allocations is

either the work-trlp (home-to-work or work-to-home) or a combination of

the work-trlp with measures of attractiveness of the potential residential

locations. Implicit therefore, in any of these models' estimates of

residential locations, is a set of work trip estimates as well. Very

little use has been made of this fact in U.S. practice. Yet, it is

precisely the fact of these implicit trip matrices that leads to a more

satisfactory method of estlmstlng these models' parameters. The use of

IPLUM in the ITLUP package is a particular exceptlon to the usual ignoring

of these implicit trlps. In thls case these implicit work trips are made

explicit by extraction of the trips fr_n the model directly. These trips

are later used to load the transport network (Putman, 1973).

It is a virtue (and perhaps in the first instance was the source) of

ii the Wilson entropy maximizing approach to analysis of these models that the

il question of these trips is made explicit (Wilson, 1967). For example, the

:i

!_ Lowry model may be rewritten, based on this approach as (Wilson, 1970),

ii % = 5 (%) (7)
'_! where

Tij = number of persons working in zone j and

;i residing in zone t

_, Ej = number of persons working In zone Jt/

_:i impedence (usually travel time or travel cost)

;,i between centrolds of zone i and zone J.

An important problem'of this formulation is that there is no constraint

on the sums of trips. Without the constraint there is no reason to expect

::_ that,

!5
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Tij = _j (g)i

This implies that the number of employees in zone j will not necessarily

equal the sum of the employees residing in all zones i who claim to work

in zone J.

A simple residential location model may be derived from entropy

maximizing concepts as follows,

Tij = AiBjOiEj_(Cij ) (9)

where

Tij trips between zones i and J or, number of persons

living in zone i and working in zone j

Oi = trip origins or, employed persons living in zone i

E_ = trip destinations or_ employees employed in zone J

A i = balancing factor for trip origins

Bj = balancing factor for trip destinations

(Cij) _ impedance f,znctlon

It is possible to replace the trip origins O i by a measure of

attractiveness of the orlsln zone, Wi.. This eliminates the need far the

origins balancing factor A i thus giving

Tij BjWiEj_ (Cij) (10)

In order for the constraint on the sums of trip destinations, equation (8),

to be met, we have

1

i

It is informative to substitute this expression back into the original

equation (Senior, 1973), which yields
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[wig (Oil) l
Tij E3 (12)

L_Wlg (cij)

If the term Wi_(Cij ) is called an "accessibility attractiveness" measure,

then the fraction in equation (12) is a relative measure of the accessibility-

attractiveness of zone i to zone J compared to all other zones i. Further,

it is clear that the total number of employed residents residing in zone i is

Ni = ?_ Tij (13)]

and, substituting

Ni T: E ,. (14)

If one is willing to assert thatj

_] then equation (14) is equivalent to saying

Ni =_ (15)
j EjPiJ

which is the same function as the Lowry model, described in equatlon (i).

Thus it can be seen that the IPLUM allocation procedure may be considered,

in the context of the entropy maximizing formulation, as a simple residential

location model, l{owever,IPLUM is a dynamic model in that it estimates

i
changes in the number of residential iocators, as follows:

ANi _ _ (AEj) PlJ (16)J

where

ANi change in the number of employed residents of

zone i from time to time t+l

J:

i
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AEj change in the number of employees in zone j

from time t to time t+l

PiJ probability that a person will live in zone i

and work in zone J, at time t+l

A question arises here as to whether APIj might be.more appropriate in

the new formulation than Pij? Resolution of this question leads unfortunately

to the question, among others, of location of In-mlgrants versus location of

intra-metropolltan movers. In-mlgrants probably make their location decisions

somewhat differently than the intra-metropolltan movers. None of Lowry class

of models deals properly with this question. The TOMM models (Creclne, 1964,

1969) do so in s very superficial way by means of the "stable-household"

functions.. It was nor possible to resolve thls problem in the current work,

so the existing practlee of using PiJ has been maintained for the present.

Further, as will be discussed below, ultimately it was the static form of

the model whfch was estimated.

Calibration: _nltlal Discussion

To date, virtually all U.S. attempts to calibrate these models have

involved assorted procedures, no one of which achieved any more than a

partial calibration of the allocation function. Some procedures have fitted

an _(Dij ) as in equation (2) or equation (4) to observed trip data, without

taking into account the effects of the characteristics of the origin zone

or destination zone. Other calibration attempts have fit s function with Ni

as the dependent variable and various characteristics of zone i as in-

dependent variables, thus ignoring any explicit consideration of the trip

distribution. Neither of these two procedures nor any of their many

variations is capable of properly estimating the parameters of such a model.
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For a model expressed in the form of equation (9), the only parameter(s)

to be estimated is/are the parameter(s) which may be included in _ (Cij).

It has been shown that in the fitting of parameters for sudl a model,

statistics summarizing the goodness of fit of the work trip distributions

were much more sensitive to changos in model parameters than statistics

summarizing the goodness of fit of the activity distributions (Batty, 1970).

This result argues for the use when possible, of work trip statistics as

criteria for model calibration. Other work has derived several summary

statistics of the work trip dlstributions_ each of which is appropriate for
t%

particular functional forms of _(Cij) (Hyman, 1969).

A problem posed by the form of the model shown in equation (i0) is

that Wi, the attractiveness measurej is not a directly observable or

measurable variable, In one model effort, number of dwellings in zone i

or population in zone i were proposed as proxy measures of W i (Cripps and

Foot, 1969). Population was finally selected and produced quite acceptable

calibration results. In another model effort, usable land area in zone i

were suggested as proxy measures of W i (garras, at. al., 1971). In both

of these cases, by using a single proxy variable for Wi, calibration of then

model remains as a matter of estimating the parameter(s) of _(Cij).

In these cases, as well as those using the original form of the model

in equation (9), the calibration process involves; a) selecting starting

values of the parameters, b) estimating the trip distribut_on, c) comparing

the estimated trip distribution to the actual trip distribution, d) revising

the parameter values, and e) iterating to find the best fit parameter
f

values. Work has been done on efficient means of doing this (Hyman, 1969;

Batty and Maekle, 1972).
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At this point, regretfully, it becomes necessary to introduce a

troublesome consideration, the need to dlsaggregate the residential iocators

into types. First we acknowledge that this disaggregatlon may easily be

entropy maximizing approach, by considering Ti_
described in terms of the

to be the number of employees of type w who work in zone J and llve in type

k housing in zone i. An appropriate set of equations and constraints can

be developed to cover this situation as well as several others (Wilson, 1970).

Solving such a model involves an endogenous procedure for estimating the

housing stock by zone. This is not a welcome prospect for our current

research efforts though clearly it is a consideration for the future, What

is necessary then is a model of the form of equation (i0), but dlsaggregated

only by type of locater. This may be written

k kEj k_k(cij) (17)Tij = gj wi
then

k ° l (18)

"J W  k(Cij>i

Finally, it seemed deelreabla to investigate the use of a multivariate

attractiveness measnrm. There is empirical evidence that the attractiveness

of zone i is a function of, among other vaiables, the distribution of household

types living in zone i (PUtman, 1973). This evidence suggests that the

attractiveness of a zone to a particular household type is a function of the

zone's percentage composition of household types. Further, the amount of

developable land in a zone seems to be a determining factor in residential

locatlon, as does a developability factor which appears to act as a proxy

variable for the extent of the available urban lairs-structure, Thus a

k may be defined as follows:W i
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WI = _g riViQi

where

ak = parameters to he estimated
g

Nig = number of households of type g in zone i, note the

g household types correspond directly to the k

household types

ri = residential density - households/acre in zone i

VI = availabla_ developable, vacant land in zone i

Qi = development level factor - see equation (6)

The parameters in the expression for Qi may be estimated independent

of the rest of the model. The parameters ak need to be estimated wlthln
g

the structure of the model. In addition, the parameter(s) of the_(Cij )

_ must also be estimated within the structure of the model.

:;: The precise form of the model desired would be, as per all the previous
:I

discussion, dynamic rather than static,

:l_i _T_j B.kw_(AE|,_jJ _k (Cij) (20)

k k
,,;ii TO do this it would be necessary to have data for ATtj and _Ej. At the

_; time when this work was being done, these data were not available_ making

it impossible to estimate any but the static model.

_ In order to apaolfy data requirements it will be helpful to write out

_" the modal in full.

_'_I" T Jt B itEjt ) (211

:i Substituting in for.B a_d-W

:ii!

i_'_ ........... _' _i:_,
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Thus the required data are

T k
iJt the number of persons of type k employed in srea J

and living in area i at time t

E]t the number of persons of type k employed in zone J

at time t

Nigt the number of households of type g living in

zone i at time t

tit = residential density (households/acre) in zone i

at time t

Vlt = vacant developablo land in zone i at time t

Qit = development index, as described above, for zone i

Cijt = travel cost (impedance) between the eentrolds of

zones i and J at time t

Before discussing the calibration results, the perspicacious reader

may have noticed a further problem, which exists with the dofinltlons of

T k k and The E k
E1t'_ Nigt' Jt are defined as number of persons of type kijt'

k

working in zone J at time t, and the Tij t are ntmlber of persons of type k

employed in area J end living in area i at time t. The Nit t however are

number of households of type g living in zone i at time t. Glearly a

conversion from employees to hoesehslds is necessary at some pole= in the

k

process. In order to simplify conversion of the Tij t to vehicle trips for

use in the network model, it will be mos_ convenient to make the conversion

at the residence end of the trip. Thus a matri_ for converting households
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of type g to employees of type k [oust be developed from regional data for

the regions to which the model is being fit. This was done for both the

San Francisco and the Minneapolis - St, Paul applications, but the use of

th&se regional conversion rates accross the board, makes it necessary to

keep careful track of thls conversion throughout the calibration process.

Calibration Results: Partial Estimates

It was initially intended that before the complete model equation was

fit, preliminary esti_tes of its parameters would be developed by partial

asti_tion of them by least squares regression. This was later found to be

unnecessary, but some of the results related to the independent fitting of

_ the trip di_tributicn are of some interest.

_: It will be recalled Chat in equations (2) and (4) above, the distance

_I functions used in the Lowry Model and In PLUM were given. These are but
F ;

two of a vast number of functions which could be fitted to trlpnmklng data.

_i To test several of these, a tabulation of the first work trips from the San

Francisco Home Interview data file was prepared. These trips were tabulated

_ accordlng to the household and c_plo>_nent classes enukilecaLedabove for ehe

-: 291 zone areal system. The distributions were then normalized and the

i;
_, resulting distributions were fit, using a non-linear least squares procedure,

_i to several different functions. The work trip distributions took the familiar

form shown in Figure i.

Of the various functions investigated, the several varieties of ganmm

distribution seemed to produce the best fits. The general fom of this
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Figure l: Trip Distribution Formulatlon
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distribution is:

where

y = number of trips, or trip frequency

x = trip time or cost

The specific functions which best fit the data were sometimes best in

one household income class and sometimes best in another. No one function

was best for all four income classes. The function selected for fnrtheL-

work on this prototype effort was

y = x _' exp (-Rx) t24)

This function, known as Tanner_s function, bad been u_ed in Chl_ t_e m_xlel

elsewhere (Crlpps and Foot, 1969). Tile best fit parameters for the 291 zone

system in San Francisco are shown in Table i. These parameuers _n Tnnner's

function do yield the skewed, peaked, curve shown above.

In the calibrations described below, the San Franclsco data wore

:i

aggregated to a 30 zone system, thus inereaslng to greater than eight
L

minutes the three minute average travel time between adjacent zones of the

291 zone system. At that scale all the values of c_ become negative and

': Tanner's function takes on the appearance of a s_nple declining exponential

'_ function. For the Minneapolis - St. Paul calibration (about i00 zones) the

level of dlaaggregatlon is sufficient for the _ to be positive again and

for the skewed peaked curve to reappear. All of this reenforces the

_.- _,-_,_._;i_; _._,,,._;_,_,,_ -_,_,_-_,_,_ _''_--_---_L_.._a_ _ ,,r, ,.V.,d._, (_, , ,.
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Table 1: San Francisco - Work Trip Function ParameCers

Income Class G R

$ 0 - 4999 0.383 0.900

5000 - 9999 0.750 0.963

10000 - 14999 0.8¢9 0.992

• 15000 0.784 0.990
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proposition that the level of spatial aggregation or dlsaggregatlon has

noticeable effects on the apparent _unctlonal fomne of these modele.

Ca$ibration Results: Comple.teEstimates for San Francisco

The preliminary estimates of parts of the model were of very little

use except that they indicated that e product formulation for W would

probably yield better fits than the sum form initially proposed. Consequently,

equation (22) was rewritten. First, let

where

N_ the number of type g households in area i

X_i measure of attribute of zone i
a m

It was hoped that the attractiveness measure would continue to include

intrinsic neighborhood attractiveness as indicated by the household types

located there; e meesnre of "capacity" for development; and a measnre of

developabillty im terms of Infrastructure. Various attributes were tested,

including: residential density, vacant developable land, percentage of

developeble land developed, end percent industrial (basic) lend.

The varlablmultlmately selected were:

k
ni the percentage of the total households in zone i

whleh are of type k

Vi = available developable land in zone i

Pi _ percentage of developable land in zone i which

has been developed

!i ri = res_dentlal density (households/acre) in zone i
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Thus the form of W used in the final calibrations was (using four house-

hold types)

[ g k)l a5 a6 a?4 n£ (exp ag Vi Pi rl (26)

k

Wi,t = g=l

Note that based on the preliminary es=immtes it was decided to replace the

development level factor Qi by a simple measure of existing level of de-

velopment, Pi"

Then, rewriting equation 423) we get

Now there are two ways in which the parameters may be estimated. First, the

simplest case. is by 1ooklng at the activltlea dlstrlbutlon(s). In this case,

by definition:

k

E Ti_tJ = number of households of class k living in lJ

and thus

L i
Coneequen_ly it is possible to estimate the p_rametern in the W and _ (C)

functions and this may be called calibration of the aggregate_ form of the

model.

Various authors have, however, asserted that there are dlsadvan_eges to

calibration of the aggregated form of the model. Their remedy far these
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problems involves calibration of tile dlsaggregated form of the model given

in equation (27). It is an unfortunate fact that in order to calibrate the

dlsaggregated form of the model it is necessary to have a good data source

for the T's. In the work described here there were questions as to the

quality of these data. If_ at some later date_ these questions can be

satisfactorily resolved along with the development of an acceptable expansion

of the San Francisco "sample" to an estimate of the "populaglon"_ then a

calibration of the dlsaggregated form may be undertaken. In the meantime,

calibration has been undertaken for the aggregated form of the model only.

i It is immediately obvious that equation (28) cannot be fig to a data

set by use of the traditional procedures of linear or even nonlimear_ultlple
!

• regression. In fact the only procedures available are those which, by some

: hopefully efficient procedure, search for the. parameters which produce the

best fit of the model to the data. One such procedure is that of gradient:i
r

_ search. The use of gradient search involves the followimg steps:

i_ a) definition of a criterion function to be maximized or minimized
#I

b) definition of the partial derivatives of the criterion function

I,_' with respect to each of the parameters

_ c) selection of a starting point (parameters) and calculation of

the criterion and the derivatives, hence the gradient, at that

:_i point

d) alteration of the parameters as a functlan of the calculated

i_ derivatives and gradlen_, and iteration through steps c) and

:_':_ d) until a minimum or maximum has been reached

_.! While this may sound llke a rather lengthy and difficult undertaking,

i!i this is not actually the case, The computer software is somewhat dlfficult
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hut is available from a variety of sources, including the University of

Pennsylvania. It does, at this stage in its development, require experienced

staff for its proper use. Nevertheless, once set up, the procedure is rather

straightforward and results may be quickly obtained.

The San Francisco data were aggregated to a thirty zone areal system

primarily for operating economy in the face of no prior experience as to the

costs and diffi_llties of performing such calibrations. It was felt that the

thi_y zone system would take less computer time to calibrate while still

provldlng useful informatlon about both the model and the calibration process

in general.

The model to be flt is given in equation (28). The distance function is

that of equation (24), The variables in the attractiveness measure are the

some as were used in equatlon (25). The calibration was achieved with

eurprlsingly little difficulty. Once the programs were operating correctly

there were no slgnlflcant problems encountered. An interesting point is that

a broad, flat rfdge Inn-space was found where the search program's criterion

value, R 2, was somewhat insensitive to parameter variations. This was an

expected occurrance, as suggested above (Batty, 1970), nonetheless, with

patience, a maximum was reached. The parometers found are shown in Table 2.

There are a number observations to be made regarding these parameter

values. Principally, before leaping to unwarranted conclusions, it must be

remembered that the household data used in these runs is from the 1960 census,

while the land use and employment data are from surveys conducted in San

Francisco in 1965. Thus the time subscripts for these variables are not

correct for the formulation of the model. The purpose of this particular

effort was to explore the problems of calibration of Lowry derivative models

via the Wilson entropy approach. That this is a practical procedure has

been amply demonstrated.



Table 2: BEST FIT PARAMETERS (EXPONENTS) . DRAM - SAN FRANCISCO (30 ZONES)

_ousehold Composition Land Developmen_ Distance

k k I¢ r2
Household £ype aI a2 s_ a4 a5 a6 a 7 _ 8

$ < 5000 1.90 0.40 -0.50 0.33 0.18 -0.73 -0.26 -2.06 0.57 0.91

$5000 - 10000 0.06 1.65 -1.22 0.48 0.27 -1.50 -0.07 -1.75 0.72 0.87

$10000 - 15000 0.14 1.09 -0.26 0.76 0.24 -1.34 -0.14 -1.76 0.76 0.90

$ > 15000 0.72 1.00 -0.34 1.30 0.23 -1.48 -0.04 -1.64 0.48 0.93
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Calibration Results: Complete Estimates for Minneapolis - St. Paul

The DRAM model was also calibrated for an available data base for the

Minneapolis - St. Paul metropolitan area. This area was divided into 108

zones. The equation form used was also that of equation (27) with the

distance function of equation (23). The household income classes differed

from those of San Francisco in that they were income quartiles. One of the

i
attractiveness measures, r - residential density was replaced by R i -

residential land, which produced better fits. The results of these estimates

are shown in Table 3,

Tbe data used in this case are all from approximately 1970, thus

resulting in parameter estimates for a static form of the model. It is

interesting to note that the scaling or control total procedures, typically

used in these models after the allocations are completed, have moved, with

the DRAM reformulation, deeper into the workings of the model. Referring

to equation (27) it may be seen that the term in brackets on the rlght-hand

k

side is a proportion. Consequently each Ejt is simply allocated over all i

k will be equal to the sum of the E_.zones. Consequently the sum of the Ni

k from employeesIt was mentioned above that it was necessary to convert the E4

k

of type k to heads of households of type k, If it is assumed that the Ej

sum to a prespecifled regional employment total (or are forced to do so) then

k

the N i can be forced to sum to a regional population total as part of the

employee to head of household conversion. This, while still arbitrary, is

not so arbitrary as the various forms of scaling procedure typically used

in these models, which often involve altering sophisticated model estimates

with rather crude prorating procedures and thus vitiating the model results.



Table _: _EST FIT PARANETERS (EXPONENTS) - DRADI - IIINNEAPOLIS - ST. PAUL (108 ZONES)

Household Composition Land Development Distance

h a_ a 6 a 7 _ 8 rzI{ousehold Type ak ak a3 a5

First Quartile 0.77 0.14 -0.56 -0.34 -0.03 0.15 0.09 1.04 2.18 0.93

Second Quar t_le 0.24 0.84 -0.37 -0.15 -0.04 0.10 0.90 2.11 1.46 0.90

Third Quartile 0.09 0.16 0.90 -0.00 -0.08 0.25 0.80 2.81 1.31 0.90

Fourth quartile 0.13 0.I0 -0.19 0.70 -0.03 0.29 0.75 2.10 1.44 0.91

LO
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Discussion - Problems of Calibrations

The work described here was originally undertaken simply for the

purpose of exploring the possibility of calibrating a Lowry-derivative model

with a multivariate attractiveness measure via the Wilson entropy formula-

tion. That this is possible has been amply demonstrated. Nonetheless,

problems with the available data, particularly with respect to their time

indices, makes interpretations of the substance of _le results somewhat

chancy.

The general question of parameter interpretation in models of this farm

is worth discussing. First note that the scale of any of the variables is

i_material since the effect of the balancing factor (cqustlon ii) will be

to normalize each variable in all cases. Thus parameters may be interpreted

in terms of a variable which ranges from zero to one. Core must be taken

to avoid having a _arlabla reach zero if its exponent is _egative and checks

should be incorporated in both parameter estimation and forecasting programs

to, at the least_ alert the user to this situation if it should arise.

In Figure 2 several members of the family of curves of the form y=_

are plotted for different values of _. The range in which we are particularly

interested is from x=O to x=l. Taking first the case of _ _ O, we sea that

for any _ the value of y is < i. Thus any variable xl, for which the

estimated _ is < I, will have an attenuating effect on the region's share

of households in area i. This attenuation gradually diminishes as the value

of Xi increases from zero to one. It is important to note that the intuitive

expeotation of a variable with a positive exponent being an amplifying

variable is not quite correct here. _n the case of a variable whose range

is zero to one_ a positive exponent implies decreasing attenuation with

Increases in the magnitude of the variable to its limit of one.
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The case of _ < 0 produces considerable amplification for very small

values of x, with the amount of amplification decreasing ns x increases to

its limit of one. Again, the intuitive notion of a variable with a negative

exponent being an attenuating variable is not quite correct. For the case

of variables whose range is zero to one, a negative exponent implies decreasin

amplification as the variable goes frnm zero to its limit of one.

In the static situatioe, thinking about each zone vis-a-vis all other

nones makes more sense. For a variable with a positive value of _, ell

other variables being equal, one would expect greeter values of the dependent

variable to be found with greeter values of the independent variable with a

positive o. Similarly lesser values of the dependent variable would ba

expected to be found with greater values of the independent variable with a

negative _. This reasoning also holds for the situation of increases or

decreases in the particular independent variable. Nonetheless, it must be

remembered that interpretation of the modells parameters does involve the

notions of decreasing attenuation producing increases and decreasing

amplification producing decreases, a_dthat this is, to e certain degree

counter-intuitive.

In this same connection the use of the exponential product form of the

model caused some operetimg difficulties. These are when one or another of

the independent variables approaches zero, It may easily be seen in Figure I

that near zero the £unetloe y = x exp _ becomes rather volatile for _ll non-

zero values of @, Consequently the Minneapolis - St, Paul data were rerun

with all the independent variables with ranges from 0.0 to 1.0 shifted to

the range 1.0 to 2.0 by simply replacing, amy Pi' by (i.0 + Pi). These

results are shown in Table 4. While there are some noticeable charges in

the coefficients compared to the results imTable 3, the overall patterns



Table 4: NEy.ISED BEST FIT pARAmETERS (EXPONENTS) - DRAM - MINNEAPOLIS - ST t PAUL ,(108 2ONES_

Household Composltlon Land Development Distance

k k k k 2
Household Type aI e2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 _ 8 r

First Quartile 2.92 0.62 -1.71 -1.82 -0.10 0,55 0.83 0.92 2.14 0.89

Second Quartile 1.51 2.04 -1.36 -1.57 -0.06 0.65 0.85 2.24 1.36 0.88

Third Quartile 0.03 0.45 1.06 -0.64 -0.09 0.60 0_87 2.84 1.32 0.89

Fourth Quartile -0.54 -0.55 -0.06 1.33 -0.07 0.63 0.88 2.48 1.52 0.86

"U
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of coefficients are virtually identical. In this form both the problems of

instability as the variables approach zero, and of the counter-lntultive

operation of the exponents are remedied.

It is very difficult to refrain from speculation as to the substantive

implications of the parameters obtained in these estimations. Nonetheless,

this would be the wisest policy at this time. We cannot, however, resist

the temptation to call attention to the household composition variables and

the interesting speculations which the reader may wish to draw therefrom.

Two questions are posed here which should be explored during further work

with the model. First, with regard to these parameters of the household

composition in ead_ zone, is there an apparent preference amongst household

types for "equals" or "betters" i.e. higher income classes? Further, if

this preference appears is it a preference for the amenities with with which

they are associated? Second, having seen ]low a change in the size of the

areal unit changes the shape of the travel function, one wonders at the effect

of such a change on the attractiveness portion of the model. To the extent

that the household compositions are representative measures of a complex of

variables, their meaning may be lost on large areas, The representation, for

example, of neighborhood which may show up at a small area level may d_sappear

when the areas are aggregated to larger zones.

A_other set of questions which must be resolved during further work

with this model has to do with the interaction between the "travel parameters

and the "attractiveness" parameters. In these experiments one might first

constrain the attractiveness parameters to zero and observe the fit of data

to the travel function only, within the construct of the model. Then the

reverse could be explored by constraining the travel parameters to zero

!
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and observing the fit of data to the attractiveness function only. This

information might have been obtained from the independent fitting of the

two parts of the model formulation as described above. However, the

functions used were not quite correct, nor were the data.

In retrospect it seems that the earlier independent estimation of portions

of the model done for ths San Francisco data was unnecessary in terms of

esti_mting starting values of parameters for the complete model estimation.

The knowledge obtained about the appropriate functional forms to be used in

the complete model was, however, a worthwhile output. In future calibration

work with this model it will probably be more efficient to begin with the"

complete model form, while perhaps omitting some of the attractiveness

varlshles or at least constraining their parameter values for the first few

runs while initial values of the other parameters are determined. Thls

_ procedure seemed to work reasonably well for the Minneapolis - St, Paul data.

_": Finally, it should be noted that the use of r2 as the criterion for parameter

.: fitting is not clearly the best criterion for functional foams llke DRAM.

!_i!i The use of maxlmum likelihood criteria is belns investigated for future work.

In conclusion, the initial tests of this model formulation are quite
b

promising, T_e model appears to he capable of providing direct spatial
z,

_. allocations of households, by several types, without the need for complex

input variables or involved sets of constraints and adjustments which are

usually found st the tail-end of land use models. At the time of this

_:ii writing an effort is underway to reevaluate much of the work described here
;r

: and to produce a more final and definitive form and calibration of DRAM.

f
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Appendix II

Tables of Model Outputs

!i



Table AI: TEST RESULTS OF DELETING BASE yEAR LOW INCOME HOUSEHOLDS FROM ZONE (#57)

(ALLOWING THEIR REI_RN)

Results of DRAM Package Runs Results of _PIRIC Package Runs
, ,,,,

Percent Test Run Control Run Percent
Sector Test Run Control Run Difference Difference

,,, ,. ,,,. • .',, ,,,

Low Income 14 1123 - 98.8 368 368 +0.0

Low=Middle Income 52 138 - 62.3 0 0 +0.0

HiBh-Midd le Income 165 66 +150.0 0 0 +0.0

High Income 52 12 +333.3 0 0 +0.0

Total Population 283 1339 - 78.9 368 368 +0.0

Basic I 4153 4153 + 0.0 708 708" +0.0

Basic 2 1313 1315 + 0.0 3627 3628 +0.0

Non-Bas Ic 21714 12714 + 0.0 3609 3610 +0.O

Total SmplpylEnt 18183 18182 + 0.0 7944 7946 +0.0

p_



Table A2: TEST RESULTS OF DELETING BASE YEA.R LC_4 INCO_ IIOUSEHOLDS FROH ZONE (#57)

(NOT ALLOWING RETURN)

Results of DRAM Package Runs

Percent
Sector Test Run Control Run

Difference

LowIncome 0 682 ** *

Low-Middle Income 98 213 - 54.0

High-Middle Income 112 87 + 28.7

Hlgh Income 72 54 + 33.3

Total Population 282 1036 - 72.8

Basic I 4153 4153 0.0

Basic 2 1315 1315 0,0

Non-Bas le 12725 12725 0,0
, ,, , ,

ITotal Employment 18193 18193 0.0



Table A3: TEST RESULTS OF DELETING BASE YEAR LOW INCO_ IIOUSEEOLDS FROM ZONE (#49)
(ALLOWING T}_IR RETURN)

Results of DRAM Package Runs

Percent
Sector Test Run Control Run

Difference

Low Income 928 1046 - 11.3

LowoMiddle Income 2123 2377 - 10.7

High-Middle Income 3866 3908 I.I

High Income 4267 4071 + 4.8

Total Population 11184 11402 1.9

Basic 1 3258 3258 O.0

Basic 2 667 667 0.0

Non-Bas ic 1981 1983 0.1

Total Employment 5906 5908 0.0

co



Table A4: TEST RESULTS OF DELETING BASE YEAR LOW INCO_ HOUSEHOLDS FROM ZONE (#49)
(NOT ALLOWING RETURN)

Results of DRAM Package Runs

'"Sector Test Run Control Run Percent
Difference

Low Income O 1046 - **

Low-Middle Income 1831 2377 - 22.9

High-Middle Income 3915 3908 0.2

High Income 4529 4071 + I0.I

Total Popul&tion i0275 11402 9.9

Basic 1 3258 3258 0.0

Basic 2 667 667 O.0

Non-Baslc 1974 1983 0.5

Total Employment 5899 5908 0.2



Table A5: TEST RESULTS OF DELETING BASE YEAR LOW INCOME HOUSEHOLDS FROM ZON_ (#56)

(ALLC_41NO T}_IR RETURN)

Results of DRAM Package Runs

Percent
Sector Test Run Control Run

Difference

Low Income 8884 9836 - 9.7

Low-Middle Income 4994 5342 6.5

High-Middle Income 3089 3080 + 0.3

High Income 2852 2771 + 2.9

Total Population 30887 30737 + 0.5

,,, ,,,

Basic 1 1822 1822 0.0

Basic 2 1237 1237 O.0

Non-Ras_c 28543 28564 - 0.i

Total Employment 31602 31623 - 0. i



Table A6: TEST RESULTS OF DELETING BASE YEAR LOW INCOME ROUSEHOLDS AND ADDING I000

UPPER INCOME HOUSEHOLDS TO ZONE (#56)

Results of DRAM Package Runs

Percent
Sector Test Run Control Run

Difference

LOW Income 8121 9836 - 17.4

Low-Middle Income 4617 5342 - 13.6

High-Mlddle Income 3040 3080 1.3

High Income 2978 2771 + 7.5

Total Population 18756 21029 - 10.8
,, ,,,

Baslc I 1822 1822 0.0

Basic 2 1237 1237 0.0

Non-Basic 28528 28564 0.1

Total Employment 31587 31623 0.1

0%



Table AT.: TEST RESULTS OF ADDING 10OO LOW INCOME HOUSEHOLDS TO ZONE 37 IN THE BASE YEAR

Results of DRAM Package Runs Results of EMPIRIC Package Runs

' Percent Percent

Seeto_ Test Run Control Run Difference Test Run Con£rol Run Difference
lili I .., ,., ,.

Low Income 2174 1179 + 84.4 795 797 + 0.0

Low-Mlddle Income 2583 2058 + 25.5 1756 1759 0.0

High-Mldd le Income 3030 31i3 2.7 2210 2212 0.O

High Income 3175 3339 4.9 1254 1253 + 0.0

Total Population 10962 9689 + 13.1 6017 6019 - 0.0

Basic I 687 687 + 0.0 467 .467 + O.0

Basic 2 228 228 + 0.0 166 164 + 1.2

Non- Bns Ic 2696 2687 + 0.3 3435 3436 0.0

Total Employment 3611 3602 + 0.2 4068 4067 + 0.0

"4



Table A8: TEST RESULTS OF ADDING I000 L£_9 INCOME HOUSEHOLDS TO ZONES 33 AND 32 IN TRE BASE yEAR

REsults of DRAM Package Runs (Zone 33) Results of DRAM Package Runs (Zone 32)

Percent Percent
Sector Test Run Control Run Test Run Control Run

Difference Difference
i

Low Income 1038 654 + 58.7 816 518 + 57.5

Low-MiddlE Income 2333 1594 + 46.4 2019 1381 + 46.2

Hi8h-Hiddle Income 2302 2284 + 0.8 2048 2041 + 0.3

High Income 1746 2028 - 13.g 1536 1774 - 13.4

Total Population 7419 6560 + 13.1 6419 5714 + 12.3

Basic I 968 968 0.0 1379 1379 0,0

Basic 2 213 213 0.0 421 421 0.0

Non-Basic 172g 1719 + 0.5 671 668 + 0.4

Total Employment 2909 2900 + 0.3 2471 2468 + 0.1

¢o



Table A9: TEST RESULTS OF ADDING 1000 LOW INCO_ HOUSEHOLDS TO ZONE 94 IN THE BASE YEAR

Results of DRAM Package Runs

Sector Test Run Control Run Percent
Dlfferenc_

Low Income 326 134 +143.0

Low-Middle Income 472 354 + 33.3

High-Middle Income 560 616 9.1

High Income 172 212 - 18.9

Total Population 1530 1316 + 16.3

Basic 1 840 840 + O.O

Basic 2 160 160 + 0.0

Non-Basic 374 373 + 0.3

Total Employment 1374 1373 + 0.I

%D



Table A IO: TEST RESULTS OF ADDING iCO0 HIGH INC0_£ HOUSEHOLDS TO ZONE 74 AND I000 HIGH INCOME

PLUS I000 UPPER MIDDLE INCOME HOUSEHOLDS TO ZONE 94 .IN THE _.SE YEAR

Results of DRAM Package Runs (Zone 74) Results of DRAM Package Runs (Zone 94)

Percent Test Run Control Run Percent
Sector Test Run Control Run Difference Difference

•.r .... , , .

LOW Income 3596 3839 6.3 77 133 - 42.1

Low-Mlddle Income 3367 3605 6.6 222 405 - 45.2

High-Middle Income 4002 4168 - 4.0 508 551 7.8

High Income 6756 6407 + 5.4 384 297 + 29.3

Total Population 17721 18019 1.7 1191 1386 - 14.1

Basic I 5789 5789 0.0 840 840 0.0

Baslc 2 5180 5180 0.0 160 160 0.0

Non-Baslc 2023 2022 0.0 374 376 0.5

Total Employment 18071 18075 0.0 1374 1376 0.I

O



Table All: TEST RESULTS OF A 5% ACCESS IMPROVEMENT FOR AN URBAN FRINGE ZONE (#24)

Results of DRAM Package Runs Results of EMPIRIC Package Runs

Percent Test Run Control Run Percent
Sector Test Run Control Run Difference Difference

Low Income 160 143 + 11.9 385 386 - 0.3

Low-Middle Income 626 547 + 14.4 600 601 0,2

High-Middle Income 739 672 + I0.0 698 698 0,0

High Income 352 294 + 19.7 650 649 0.2

Total Population 1877 1656 + 13.3 2333 2334 0.0

Basic 1 1042 993 + 4.9 272 271 + 0.4

Basic 2 58 106 - 45,3 0 0 0.0

Non-Basle 152 139 + 9,4 1072 1066 + 0.6

Total Employment 1252 1238 + I.I 1344 1337 + 0.5



Table AI2: TEST RESULTS OF A 20% ACCESS IMPROVE_NT FOR AN URBAN FRINGE ZONE (#24)

Results of DRAM Package Runs Rosults of EMPIRIC Package Runs

Sector Test Run Control Run Percent Test Run Control Run Percent
Difference Difference

Low Income 323 143 +125.9 383 386 - 0.8

Low-Middle Ine_.e 942 547 + 72.2 599 601 - 0.3

High-Hiddle Income 928 672 + 38.1 698 698 + 0.0

High Income 588 294 +100.O 651 649 + 0.3

Total Population 2781 1656 + 67.9 2331 2334 0.i

Basic i 1020 993 + 2.7 273 271 + 0.7

Basic 2 115 106 + 8.5 23 0 + ***

Non-Basle 202 139 + 45.3 1091 1066 + 2.3

Total Employment 1337 i238 + 8.0 1387 1337 + 3.7



Table AI3: TEST RESULTS OF A 57.ACCESS IMPROVEMENT FOR AN URBAN CORE ZONE (#64)

Results of DRAM Package Runs Results of EMPIRIC Package Runs

Percent Percent
Sector Test Run Control Run Difference Test Run Control Run Difference

Low Income 22726 18806 + 20.8 10107 10307 1.9

Low-Middle Income 12113 11874 + 2.0 9530 9545 0.2

High-Middle Income 5244 5485 4.4 5148 5035 + 2.2

High Income 4127 4063 + 1.6 2855 2682 + 6.5

Total Population 44210 40228 + 9.9 27640 27569 + 0.3

Basic 1 1762 i090 + 61.7 1936 1907 + 1.5

Basic 2 3090 3685 - 16.1 4797 4576 + 4.8

Non-Baslc 24450 21798 + /2.2 22502 22251 + I.I

Total Employment 29302 26573 + I0.3 29235 28736 + 1.7



Table AI4: TEST RESULTS OF A 20% ACCESS IMPROVEMENT FOE AN URBAN CORE ZONE (#64)

Results of DRAM Package Runs Results of ES_IRIC Package Runs

Sector Test Run Control Run Percent Test Run Control Run Percent
, Difference Difference

Low Income 39741 18806 +111.3 9502 10307 - 7.8

Low=Mlddle Income 12419 11874 + 4.6 9486 9545 - 0.6

High-Middle Income 4305 5485 - 21.5 5488 5035 + 9.0

Hlgh Income 4130 4063 + 1.6 3368 2682 + 25.6

Total Population 60595 40228 + 50.6 3474 27569 + 1.0

Basic 1 3298 1090 +202°6 2026 1907 + 6.2

Basic 2 1615 3685 - 56.2 5430 4578 + 18.6

Non-Baslc 30454 21798 + 39.7 23256 22251 + 4.5

,H .,,,

Total Employment 35367 26.573 + 33.1 30712 28736 + 619

p_



Table, A15: ,TEST RESULTS OF A 10Z BASIC EMPLOYMENT INCREASE IN AN URBAN FRINGE ZONE (#24)

Results of DRAM Package Runs Results of EMPIRIC Package Runs

Percent Test Run Control Run Percent
Sector Test Run Control Run Difference Difference

I

LOW Income 145 143 + 1.4 386 386 + 0.O

Low-Middle Income 547 547 + 0.0 601 601 + O.0

High-Middle Income 672 672 + 0.O 698 698 + 0.0

High Income 294 294 + 0.0 649 649 + O.O

Total Population 1658 1656 + O.l 2334 2334 + O.0
,.,,,, .,

Basic 1 1031 993 + 3.8 271 271 + O.O

Basic 2 109 106 + 2.8 0.O O.O + O.0

Non-Baslc 139 139 + 0.O 1064. 1066. 0.2

Total Employment 1279 1238 + 3.3 1335 1337 0._

C.

. ................................... ................



Table AI6: TEST RESULTS OF A 30Z BASIC EMPLOYMENT INCREASE IN AN UR_N FRINGE ZONE (#24)

Results of DRAM Package Runs Results of EMPIRIC Packaie Runs
.,,,,,

Percent Percent
Sector Test Run Control Run Difference Test Run Control Run Difference

Low Income 151 143 + 5.6 386 386 + 0.0

Low-Middle Income 549 547 + 0.4 601 601 + 0.0

Hish-Middle Income 672 672 + 0.O 698 698 + 0.0

High Inconm 294 294 + 0.0 649 649 + 0.0

Total Population 1666 1656 + 0.6 2334 2334 + 0.0

Basle I 1106 993 + 11.4 271 271 • 0.0

Baelc 2 114 106 + 7.5 17 0 + ***

Non-Basle 139 139 + 0.0 1060 1066 0.6

ms

Total Employment 1359 1238 + i0.0 1348 1337 + 0.8



Table AfT: TEST RESULTS OF A 10% BASIC EMPLOYMENT INCREASE IN AN URBAN CoRE ZONE (#64)

Results of DRAM Pac_ge Runs Results of EMPIRIC Package Runs

Percent Test Run Control Run Percent
Sector Test Run Control Run Difference Difference

I II I I I

Low Income 18851 18806 + 0.I 10307 10307 + 0.0

Low-M£ddle Income 11873 11874 + 0.0 9545 9545 + 0.0

Hish-Mlddle Income 5481 9485 0,I 5035 5035 + 0.0

HiEh Income 4062 4065 + 0,0 2682 2682 + 0.0

Total Populatlon 40247 40228 + 0.0 27569 27569 + 0.0

Basic 1 1238 1090 + 13.6 1903 1907 - 0.2

,..-,

Bos¢e 2 4141 5685 + 12.4 5236 4578 + 14,4

Non-Basle 21809 21798 + 0.I 22186 22251 - 0.3

Total Ecploymen_ 27188 26575 + 2.3 29325 28736 + 2.0

p4
"4



Table AI8: TEST RESULTS OF A 307. BASIC EMPLOYME_f INCREA,SE IN AN URBAN CORE ZONE (#64)

Results of DRAM Package Runs Results of EMPIRIC Pack.ge Runs

Percent Percent

SecTor Test ARun.... Control Runt D_fference Test Run Control Run Difference

Low Income 18880 18806 + 0.4 10307 10307 + 0.0

Low-Middle Income 11870 11874 + 0.0 9545 9545 + 0.0

High-Middle Income 5473 5485 0.2 5035 5035 + 0.O

High Income 4061 4063 0.0 2682 2682 + 0.0

Total Population 40284 40228 + 0.1 27569 27569 + 0.0

Basic I 1539 1090 + 41.2 1896 1907 0.6

Basle 2 5041 3685 + 36.8 6558 4578 + 42.8

Non-Baslc 21850 21798 + 0.i 22059 22251 0.9

Total Employment 28410 26573 + 6.9 30493 28736 + 6.1



Table AI9: TEST RESULTS OF A 10% NON-BASIC EMPLOYMENT INCREASE IN AN URBAN FRINGE ZONE (#24)

Results of DRAN Package Runs Results of EMPIRIC Package Runs

Sector Test Run Control Run Percent Test Run Control Run Percent
Difference D_fference

Low Income 145 143 + 1.4 386 386 + 0.0

Low-Middle Income 548 547 + 0.2 601 601 + 0.0

_igh-Middle Income 672 672 + 0.0 698 698 + 0.0

{igh Income 294 294 + 0,0 649 649 + O,0

Potal Population 1659 1656 + 0.2 2334 2334 + 0.0

_aslc1 993 993 + 0.0 275 271 + 1.5

_aslc 2 106 106 + 0.0 0 0 + O.0

[on-Baslc 152 139 + 9.4 835 1066 - 21.7

!o_al Employment 1251 1238 + i.I III0 1337 - 17.0



Table A20: TEST RESULTS OF A 30% NON-BASIC EMPLOYHENT INCREASE IN AN URBAN FRINGE ZONE (#2t_)

Results of DRAM Package Runs Results of EMPIRIC Package Runs

Percent Percent
Sector Test Run Control Run Test Run Control Run

Difference Difference

LowIncome 150 143 + 4.9 386 386 + 0.0

LoW-Middle Income _4g 547 + 0.4 601 601 + 0.0

High-MiddleIncome 671 672 0.0 698 698 + 0.0

Hieh Income 294 294 + 0.0 649 649 + 0,0

_otal Population 1664 1656 + 0.4 2334 2334 + 0.0

Basic 1 993 993 + 0.0 270 271 0.4

Basic 2 106 106 + 0.0 12 0 ***

_bn-Basic 180 139 + 29,5 1184 1066 + 11.1

_otal Employment 1279 1238 + 3.3 1466 1337 + 9.6

O



Table A21: TEST RESULTS OF A I0% NON-BASIC EMPLOYS_NT INCREASE IN AN URBAN CORE ZONE (#64)

Results of DRAM Package Runs Results of EMPIRIC Package Runs

Percent Percent
Sector Test Run Control Run Test Run Control Run

Difference Difference
,,,,, •.

Low Income 18958 18806 + 0.8 10307 10307 + 0.0

Low-Middle Income 11867 11874 0.I 9545 9545 + 0.0

]ligh-Middle Income 5472 5485 0.2 5035 5035 + 0.0

High Income 4056 4063 0.2 2682 2682 + 0.0

Total Population 40353 40228 + 0.3 27569 27569 + 0.0
I

Basic 1 1090 1090 + 0.0 1991 1907 + 4.4

Basic 2 3685 3685 + 0.0 1684 4578 - 63.2

Non-Baslc 23866 21798 + 9.5 16074 22251 - 27,8

Total Employment 28641 26573 + 7,8 ]9749 28736 - 31,3



Table A22: TEST RESULTS OF A 30Z NON-BASIC E_IPLOYMENT INCREASE IN AN URBAN CORE ZONE <#64)

Results of DRAM Package Runs Results of _PIRIC Packag& Runs

Sector Test Run Control Run _ercent Test Run Control Run _ercent
Difference Difference

Low Income 19258 18806 + 2.4 10307 10307 + 0.O

Low-Middle Income 11853 11874 0.2 9545 9545 + 0.O

High-Middle Income 5445 5485 0.7 5035 5035 + 0.0

High Income 4043 4063 0.5 2682 2682 + 0.0

Total Populatlon 40599 40228 + 0.9 27569 27569 .0

BasicI 1090 1090 + 0.0 1864 1907 2.3

Basic 2 3685 3685 + O.O 5971 4578 + 30.4

Non-Baslc 27943 21798 + 28.2 25289 22251 + 13.7

Total Employment 32718 26573 + 23.1 33124 28736 + 15.3


